Constitution
Mohandas Gandh
"Truth never damages a cause that is just.
A hybrid free press
Under the new system, will still have a free press snif ng
out stories. However, the Sub-Senate's channel and its
greatly reduced bias, together with its Ubiq recognition
awards and money awards will make it dominant in
comparison to the free press — which must be much
more fragmented by law, by constitutional law. This will
change the nature of journalism and the way the public is
informed. Under this new system, the role of corrupting
money in journalism is much smaller. No longer will the
large news feeds have the most credibility. Now the
million-man Sub-Senate's feed will have the most cred.
Also, journalist careers will be measured in a much
different way now. It is not hard to imagine that soon
most people will work in journalism for the Senate
recognition. Then if they are awarded any sort of Ubiq
status by the Senate, it is generally a shoe-in for most
candidates running in weakly contested Nomes. Also,
weakly contested Centi-Nomes are surely made up of
weakly contested Nomes.
So many people will run for the Senate in other nearby
Nomes. There will be no residency requirement. And
every voter’s mandate is to pick the smartest leader they
can so their democracy will work as well as possible
Fictional citizens are 2nd class citizens
1/ There shall be no right of free speech for ctional
citizens, for it all diminishes the ability of real esh and
blood citizens to hold a public dialogue.
2/ Fictional citizens shall have no right to earn a premium
on assets condemned by the public. They only get fair
value. This includes IP rights condemned.
3/ Free speech being a thing of real esh and blood
people, all ctional citizens, shall always
a/ Be required by law to tell the truth, the whole truth and
nothing but the truth, and not in a deceptive way
b/ Be prohibited from uttering any opinion, judgement,
innuendo or analysis of news events. They may only
report facts, and they must be unbiased in this duty.
c/ Shall pay business-crippling toxic-waste sized nes for
polluting the public discourse in any way
We the people
These are the rst 3 words of the US constitution. These
three words say very clearly that power rests with the
people, not the government the people establish for
themselves.
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Islamophobia and Racism
Here I talk about the words Islamophobia and racism
rather than the subjects: To my mind the term
Islamophobia has been over-used, and now when many

people hear the term Islamophobia, they presume that it
is Muslims trying to cover-up perhaps justi able hatred of
their people. I just wanted to point out that the word
Racism has in 2020 been sliding down the same slippery
slope due to over-use by the Left. That should not be.
Racism should remain a useful and powerful word. Its
meaning should not be diluted through overuse and
through use for semi-racist things. Religious freedom and
sexual identit
Discriminatio
Race and pigmentation is a huge thing and the most
important sort of discrimination. A close 2nd is
discrimination against women. 3rd is discrimination based
on membership in a non-violent religion. 4th is
discrimination against non-overt homosexuals.
Discrimination against the following is at times a problem,
but it doesn't really matter in comparison to any of the
above
1/ People from adversary nations
2. People who follow religions and ideologies that are
even occasionally violent
3/ People who are overtly sexual
4/ Workers who are disabled and unable to work like a
normal adult without special accommodations made by
the employer
If you are a transexual of any sort
You must use a name that is unequivocally of your birth
sex. This is so for transvestites too
Government may lie to terrorists
When government agrees to terrorist demands, it isn't
valid. Government is free to lie in this matter. Doing the
opposite is asking for trouble
She should have been jailed
Recall how Oakland mayor Libby Schaaf tipped-off the
homeless camp about an upcoming ICE raid. To my mind,
she committed obstruction of justice, and should have
been jailed for obstruction of justice. That was not
upholding the law as she swore to do. Here we see
exactly the sort of thing her oath exists to protect against
Video free urban zones
Surely we must have video free zones.
1/ Where shall we have them
2/ How much of our cities shall be video free?
3/ How will we protect against little brother
Ponder government secrecy
It is mostly a 4-headed thing
Head-1: Secrets of weapons, plans & tactics.
Head-2: Secrets of the justice system
Head-3: Secrets of the political system
Head-4: Secrets of group spending

There are many secrets of the 1st head that are
acceptable under certain conditions. And witness
protection programs are a thing of the second head that
should be allowed. However, all the other secrets of the
four head should generally be regarded as always bad. •
• • Senate orientation should explain this subject well.
Government workers should never work towards secrecy,
except with regard to military secrets, plans & tactics, and
witness protection programs.
Everyone should be taught the police rules
You must cooperate with your own arres
Everyone must put their hands in cuf ng position.
Smart vehicle stops
There is a smart telephoto camera on the front of the
police car. This camera reads license plates around the
police car and runs the cars for potential users with
warrants. Because the license information, registration,
and insurance, along with driving records and warrants
will be available to police, police stops will be much safer
for police. When one gets stopped, the license plate gets
run and the name of the registered owner and all
registered drives comes up on the cop's tablet. The cop
already knows the name of most potential drivers, their
violence history if any, their photos, their names and their
driving history. There is no longer anyone reaching into
glove compartments to get anything. So the of cer walks
up to the window of the car and has a number of potential
drivers of the vehicle. He picks the one most likely people
and says "Are you John Smith?" you say yes. He clicks
your image and then the system generates the
appropriate print-out, fairly instantly
Sharia law = Nazism
The lovers of freedom should make it a point to treat one
like the othe
No fear government
Democracy works better when everyone can proudly say
what they think, and when nobody fears speaking out.
Nothing helps this state to exist like like when the people
are armed
twice as man Americans
die from lightning
than mass shootings
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Conforming defense ri es
They all use one of two sizes .50 and a smaller size. We
want as much as possible to standardize the sizes of our
defense ammo. High powered size for long distances and
light armor, and regular size for where there is no armor.

Defensive ri e barrel length
For civil defense purpose, for sniping defenders, we want
to have longer barrels for accuracy at a distance. Also,
given how people are frequently moving around in
vehicles, our defenders need to be able to shoot people
inside vehicles that are sometimes armored. So the
bullets are rather high-grained and powerful. This leads
us back to the strong chambers of bold action ri es,
which conveniently have a slow re rate. Also the
defensive ri es are long and conveniently harder to
conceal.
Snipers and ambushes
1/ There is much media propaganda about these tactics.
There is nothing shameful about about free men using
them to defend their freedom
2/ When defenders use these tactics this completely
transforms what it is to invade and occupy another nation.
Without them, invasions are safe and easy, with them, it
is the opposite.
What do you bowl
What do you shoot?
There are 3 classes: long pistol, assault ri e, and sniper
ri e. If you hit every target, you shoot a perfect 100. If
you miss 2, you have shot a 98. Some targets are close,
other's not, some are perhaps moving at walking speed.
The sequence of targets is mixed up, but the nature of the
100 shots are not. Here we have an objective numerical
way to gauge marksmanship.
Defender training
More of being a national guardsman/ militiaman should
be about marksmanship in sniper situations. Also, there
should be a synchronized shooter aspect to civil defense
training. You get the ready 5, 4, 3, 2, 1— re via your
earphones and then you have to get your shot off within
say one second, before the target drops to the groun
Township armories
Perhaps our the police stations will be built around the
armories, or in such a way that one cannot enter the
armory without going through the police station.
The cowardly towns of western lms
Imagine a town of 5,000 people armed with 100 un-rif ed
tamp-the-cotton muskets. Imagine a 20-men showing up
with state of the art and expensive 1850-era 6-multi-shot
pistols and true ri es. It is important to realize that this
difference in arms was what caused the lawlessness of
the old West. Because everyone was afraid (rightly so) to
challenge the desperados due to their higher quality
weapons

Bolt-action single shot scoped Ri es
This is one of the best civil defense weapons around. It is
very hard to invade a land armed with this sort of weapon.
Yet the weapon does not facilitate armed crime very well.
The guns are too big and heavy and they can only re
one noisy shot every 6-seconds or so.
Kid-safer guns
Hard revolvers
Imagine a revolver that requires a 15-kg force to cock the
hammer. So the hammer has a 3X4cm palm pad. This is
so the hammer doesn’t hurt when you lower the gun to
your waist to bear down and cock it. So the gun's action is
too heavy for small kids to cock. So the re rate is maybe
one shot per 8-seconds, and this is just ne for civil
defenders hiding behind cover and using a 9” barrel 6shot revolver. It’s not such a bad weapon for civil
defenders, yet it’s just a little bit more effective than a
knife at killing lots of people, the noise and the occasional
miss being big impediments to a murderous rampage. So,
to my mind, we would be safer in many places if people
were allowed these as carry weapons, as opposed to no
weapon at all. We might also require a hole at the
hammer for inserting a padlock that prevents cocking.
Police of cers will have the right to verify that the action
on any ostensibly hard revolver, is actually hard enough
when they encounter one in circumstances where a hard
revolver is required. Also, other weapons such as 2-shot
derringers might be allowed in the same places
The Astra weapon
In the Mahabharata (from around 400AD.), guru Drona
was a master of the Astra weapon, which seems to be a
rearm
IP and civil defens
There should be no IP protection for of cial national
weapon systems, including civilian weapons. They must
all be ubiquitized.
When is it an invading army
Armed groups and hoards of unarmed peoples crossing
into our nation may be treated as an invading army
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Civil defense ri es
There should be a standard ri e with interchangeable
parts standard like .30-06 with scopes. These CD guns
should all be the same caliber, so people can share
ammunition, and ammunition can be more cheaply
produced and gotten where it is needed.
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Also, the fast gunmen of the old west... they were not fast
in how quickly they took their guns out. It was more in
how fast they could get rounds off and on target with their
modern rif e7d barrel guns.

Armor piercing civil defense bullets
For civil defense purposes, we want to have bullets with
te on and hardened steel jackets that will defeat body
armor. However, because we don't want these used
against police, the armor defeating bullets are only sold
only in .50 calibre size, and all the civilian .50 calibre
rif es are quite long and bolt action with hand insertion of
new bullets
Guns, dogs, and marauders
I don't think people fully realize just how much stability the
synergy between guns and watch dogs brought to
America
Carry ye
Machine guns no
If you're exercising your right to be armed in public, then
the public can demand that every shot be aimed, and no
faster weapons may be carried in public.
Assault ri es
Civil defense is about defense, not offense. Rapid re
"assault" rif es are more about offensive assaults.
Throwing knives
These are not defensive like spring open knives. They are
also a clumsy weapon likely to cause collateral harm to
unintended people. For these reasons, throwing knives,
throwing discs and weapon darts should be prohibited.
Second hand smoke and gun contro
5.5X as many people die from second hand smoke as
rearm homicides. 72,000 die in the US from second
hand smoke and 13,000 die from re arm homicides
Chicago gun laws
1/ Each nome of 250 in certain parts of Chicago might
have 5 to 20 Centi-Nome selected deputies (2% to 8%)
that are supposed to carry arms. These are only
supposed to intervene if rearms come out
Barney Fife
This idiot deputy character was someone messing with
our heads politically. They did not want us thinking of
armed deputies as effective or smart. In truth, deputies
seem a great way to reduce gun crime. This especially in
lawless places like parts of Chicago.
Civilian carry deputie
Society can have a ready auxiliary and backup police
force if it wants for nothing more than the cost of
screening and gun carry certi cation as payment. If you
want to carry, you have to agree to be a sort of backup
deputy if you are armed and you are in that place. Also,
maybe

Gun cams
1/ They have multiple cameras, including a backwardsfacing camera
2/ They have a charger in their safe/rack
3/ They come on when lifted or tilted horizontal
Gun cam
1/ Our phones come-on when we lift them. Gun cams
should also come-on when the gun is moved or lifted.
Then the gun cam calls the county recorder which
provides free backup for gun cam feeds that are signed
up to the system. This includes police
2/ Some jurisdictions will allow cam carry where before
they did not allow carry at all. Other jurisdictions will
change their carry rules to require that all carry weapons
have a cam
3/ The cam itself backs up video like a dash cam.
4/ It is impossible to delete les, only to destroy the
camera and gun and cover the main lens (The main lens
is inside the forward sight block.)
5/ There should also be a presumption of guilt if a gun
cam is used but there are no les due to any cause such
as: dead battery, cam off, or cam broken, etc
6/ Central command and arriving of cers can patch into
the recorder's gun cam feeds
7/ Deputies can call and ask for guidance based on the
gun cam
8/ There is a delay for turning off the cam
9/ Some gun cams will permit the admin to turn the gun
off it it is being used by another wrong person.
Maybe the admin can turn the ring off if kids are playing
with the guns
10/ Maybe there are 2 or 4 cameras recording at once.
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All police cars have 3 rearms
Side pistol, scoped long ri e for the trunk, and a shotgun
with 4-types of round:
1/ First round up is a "gentle" rock salt roun
2/ Second round up is a "strong" rock salt round
3/ Third round is bird shot with an irritant
4/ Fourth and subsequent rounds are maximum carnage
rounds. If the cops don’t want the rst rounds, they cock
the cartridges out. Also the rock salt rounds are supposed
to be aimed for the legs. This is how police deal with
people armed with a knife or a quasi-weapon. Also, all
rounds are color coded and all police shotguns are kept
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1/ Deputies have to agree to have their general location
available to the recorder and the police while they are
armed and in public
2/ Deputies must have served without problem in the
Police, Military, or other high confrontation work for a
number of years, or be over age 35
3/ Deputies must be better screened and better trained in
regard to marksmanship and de-escalation than normal
carry holders.

chambered exactly the same nationwide so people are
not getting shot with the wrong type of round
.22cal less lethal sniper rounds
In the original Terminator lm, there was this scene where
the terminator was pulling bullets out that got stuck in its
esh coating. Here we imagine a bullet that mushrooms
on impact and breaks the skin and goes in, but only
barely. This is a weapon for giving people nasty-seeming
wounds that will tend to be much less deadly than a
larger and higher energy bullet. Maybe it is 22cal or
.15cal hollow point, low grain rounds. Here is a police
weapon stronger than rubber bullets, but far from a killer
round. Also, these rounds might have a small amount of
phosphorus or pepper in them so they are very painful
The taser rule
If the Tazer doesn’t work, you better lie down, because
about half of the time, they are going to shoot you. And
it’s going to be your fault
Family rearms
Registrations by spouses, parents, grandparents,
children, grandchildren, and genetic full or half siblings
are normally considered registered unless the arm was
reported stolen.
Traveling and weapons
We should be biased in favor of local defenders and
against travelers with arms. I do not support arms or
even weapons for people who are traveling, unless they
are in a war zone. There should be a UM map & app to
remove any confusion
.50 calibre ri e
These keep the people safe from those who wear body
armor. These are important weapons
National ballistics registry
Given the patriot act, and the state of information tech, we
are kidding ourselves that this does not already exist.
Safety box cutter
1/ Safety box cutters have smaller, short blades will cause
less harm to products. We will have #3, #4, #5 & #6
cutters for the various thicknesses (3mm to 6mm) of
corrugated cardboard. Safety box cutters have a at edge
that must be longer than 7cm. This long at edge is an
important aspect of making this sort of cutter an
ineffective weapon.
2/ Safety cutters are seldom considered weapons when
carried on a person, except in schools, airports, and
parties. On the other hand the sort of box cutter where
the blade can be projected over 2.5-cm shall always be
considered weapon-grade knives if carried around the
person.

The number is 10,00
Just google "Tiananmen + 10,000". The BBC Reported
10,000 at the time in 1989
Abraham Lincoln
"Whenever the vicious portion of [our] population shall be
permitted to gather in bands of hundreds and thousands,
and burn churches, ravage and rob provision stores,
throw printing-presses into rivers, shoot editors, and hang
and burn obnoxious persons at pleasure and with
impunity, depend upon it, this government cannot last.
Mohandas Gandh
"Non-violence and truth are inseparable and presuppose
one another.
Mohandas Gandh
"The pursuit of truth does not permit violence on one's
opponent.
John Lewis
"We must continue to teach the way of peace, the way of
love, the philosophy and the discipline of non-violence,"
Gauge Halupowsk
This man attacked a stranger from behind at a political
protest. Because he hit the victim in the head twice with
one of those telescoping metal rods, he should have been
charged with attempted murder. He also assaulted the
arresting of cer. As all of this was at a protest, so he
should have been given a multiplier penalty. Thus he
probably should have gotten something like 20-years for
the attempted murder plus 5-years for the assault on the
of cer assuming it was mild. And the penalty should be
doubled or tripled considering that it was at a protest, so
he should have gotten 50 to 75-years. I would have
handed down a life sentence to show what happens to
violent protestors in our democracy. To do otherwise is to
allow the sort of brownshirt fascists (deceptively named
anti-fascists) that brought Hitler to powe
It is very important to the proper functioning of our system
that no group can jam or hinder the right of protest by
making it dangerous. Anyone doing so (like Antifa) should
be considered as a sort of democide organization — like
Hitler’s SA, that would club people on their heads, as
Hitler described it in his writings
Senate
Mohandas Gandh
"A man becomes great exactly to the degree which he
works for the welfare of his fellow-men." [A great Senate
motto
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Phronesis (Ancient Greek: φρόνησῐς, romanized:
phrónēsis) is an ancient Greek word for a type of wisdom

or intelligence. It is more speci cally a type of wisdom
relevant to practical action, implying both good judgement
and excellence of character and habits, sometimes
referred to as "practical virtue". This word should be
popularized and made to seem sort of synonymous with
virtue by all democracies
Cynthia Johnson
1/ This is what the creeping idiocracy looks like in our
democracy
2/ The system must have some rules that fairly exclude
clearly incompetent people like Cynthia Johnson.
3/ The way this embarrassment of a leftist elected of cial
was so quickly censored on Youtube/Google by a ood of
cover-up media is truly amazing
How do you get a smart democracy?
In order to vote, one has to pass high school or the
equivalency test in the national language. This is not too
much to ask for a test of suffrage in an informed
democracy.
Terms for making it to the Senate
1/ You become a "made man", a term which also applies
to females when they donate their eggs to the Senate
2/ People are said to "have it made" or "got it made", a
reference to their Senate status and access
The Ministry of Truth lying can be seen in the South
China Morning Post article Aug 2+/- 2021 about the
Tiananmen Square massacre
Assembled by Senators under oat
The Senators assembling the information must swear an
oath not to hide any information at all no matter how they
feel, everything must be presented fairly and honestly.
Also, here in this role, we are using Sub-Senators,
hundreds of them
4.5 million Doctorate
500,000 Sub-Senators annuall
100,000 Main-Senators annuall
10,000 Over-Senators annually
1/ Being a con rmed Sub-Senator will not quite be as rare
as being a Ph.D. But being a Main-Senator will be much
rarer. And being an Over-Senator will be even rarer.
2/ Instead of people focusing on learning other people’s
ideas, they will now be more focused on coming up with
new stuff to help everyone.
3/ The cred these people have is not a thing to be used
on an individual basis. They are like individual jurors, they
hold no of cial power over others as individuals. The only
power they have is in groups of appropriate size.
What do we get in return for letting lawmaker swayers
know if their corruption efforts actually worked?

No double jeopardy for leaders
You can't have this sort of a circus like the Blues in the
house of representatives repeatedly attacking the Red
president.
The main senators are not done
They are all still trying to make it into the OS. So the main
law making body is not the end. Instead, everyone is still
trying hard.
Voting
John Lewis
"I don't necessarily think that democracy is about electing
representatives. I think it is more about nding a body of
smart and honest leaders that cannot be easily
corrupted.
Cross town nomes
People shall be able to join cross town nomes if they are
running for of ce. It is just a lot easier if you live in the
neighborhood. Unless you are clearly Senate "material",
in which case you might move and try to get into the
Senate.
Low voter nomes twea
Let's consider the way New York's 14th congressional
district has 706,000 voters and only 152,000 participated
in the 2020 election, with only 105,000 voting for Al
Cortez. (a 21.5% voter turn out, and 15% to elect).
Clearly democracy breaks down in communities of such
apathetic and indifferent voters, and such low voter turnout. Let’s have a rule that nomes cannot be apathetic,
and must participate in the democracy to a certain extent,
or it cannot elect Senators
This will drive a separation of the nation into voting and
non-voting communities, with the latter being regarded
sort of the dregs of society. This also drives the people in
the middle to get involved. Because they don't want to
live in a community that is so apathetic its votes are
ignored
Voting age
After going to the the BLM protests and talking to
hundreds of young people, I have changed my mind
about voting age. I now think that most people are still
rather dumb at age 18 and even age 22, at least as far as
politics and economics go. They are also quite vulnerable
to ideological manipulation. So let's err on the other side
and put the minimum voting age in the mid-twenties

taking videos.There is a clock in the middle of the line.
Then the people get motioned away. Then a new group
comes of 10 people comes up to the line. There are 100
lines of 10, or 1,000 voters per video folder
People are told their folder and line number. Later there
are screen shots of the video and each voter's clip is
posted for all to see.
M signs for mustering
The sign for a mustering nome is the capital letter M the
size of a yard sign. The color is bright red. Then under
the M people write the names and days for mustering.
Cardboard and spray paint M's with arrows may be used.
National Lawmaker vote audit
Let's hold a new census and among the other questions,
we will ask people if they voted and how they voted in the
old 1789-era democracy. Then we will know which
lawmakers won through fraud
Going to a poor nation to run for Senate
When learned foreigners come to your land, you should
compare them accurately to your own people. Be a sliver
biased in favor of them until they are at least 5% of your
senators. Then be completely unbiased. Also, when
people go to a poor place to run, it should be seen as
similar to joining the Peace Corps. This going to poorer
parts of the world should never be seen in any way as
cheating, or less than Senate service at home
God mind
Our democracy is the closest thing we have to a god
mind.
We should ponder this and make it a mantra
Eu•tropia
This isn’t a mythical society, it’s a list of characteristics to
trope and bend Society towards. • • • Eutropia isn’t a
mythical society, it’s a direction objective for society, it is a
direction
The ring of truth = the arc of the covenant
The ring of truth and arc of the covenant are not physical
things. They represent different aspects of thought
leadership
Ring of truth = how your leader speaks with resonance
and truth.
Arc of the covenant = how you let your leader re-write
everything.
We the people or... We the god
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Video voting by line
Under this scheme, everyone who is voting walks up to
the camera with their votes printed on an 8x11 sheet. This
includes the voter's name. 10 people come together and
stand on a line facing a row of community people who are

Emotions don’t make one human
Emotions are more basic than that. They make one a
living feeling animal. It is the throughs that make us
human and special in the biome. The throughs are what

make us the cortical cell of life on earth, the best shot at
spreading our planet's life infection to other worlds.
Must day dream
I don't think I directly participate in the world like most
people. I am spending much more time thinking of things
in my own mind.
A prophet = a guy who dreams up a better future for
everyone and manages to get them to follo
A Cassandra = this is like a prophet, but nobody follows
Real prophets use logi
Mysticism is for posers
He has come many time
You just never liste
Don't just wait for the arriva
He is already here among yo
He has always been among yo
You just have to listen for him.
The post-theist god's fuel
The respect, friendship and kids that people give to their
Senators and Ubiqs will be the fuel that makes people
struggle to innovate and to become Senators. And it will
be very important to prevent the counterfeiting of this
status, so it may become the coin of the realm of politics
and group contributions
Why my message is long
1) It prevents people of limited abilities from commenting
on it
2) It serves as a test for leaders
3) I had a lot to say
4) It slows down activity, so action cannot be easily
subverted
The rst thoughts of the god mechanism
Don't be surprised at how mundane, and even autonomic
they seem at rst. This is expected. Also, I have no idea
how long it will take before the next phase can start. None
at all. I don't even know what is involved. But I do know
that I can get you closer
Bottlenecks and overall speed
Maybe it is not so much the overall speed of the
information exchange. It seems that the bottlenecks are
more important: the parts where people get stuck on
something that needs to be explained better. To obtain
network speed, there needs to be some sort of
quanti cation and mapping of where people get hung up
and stuck, and where they switch to the slower versions.

The group mind
Our problem is not one of individual intelligence, or fast
thinking, it isn't even really integration. It seems to be one
of unbiased choice of the best solution.
Encrypted technology for synchronized sniper re
countdowns should be distributed by government as this
greatly empowers the defending civilian ri es while doing
absolutely nothing for the effectiveness of lone gunmen
As soon as kids pass the high-school test, they are
emancipated
BBS Comment graying
GV = Content GRAYED out as pointless VACANT or
nonsense, or non-valuable
GR = Content GRAYED as REHASHING, or nothing new
GE = grayed as EMOTIONAL/ insulting/ pitiful/ patriotic/
etc
GC = content GRAYED as consolidated to location
123-456-789
I see Senate twitter committees/ juries as greying out and
consolidating most comments.
UBIQOLOGY = the study of democratic status, especially
its administration, its results, its fairness, and its
optimization.
Public status
All public status awards must pay the recipient some
money, even just one week of wages. Also, the
ubiquitization budget is supposed to be a thing with
countless tiny rewards, and some big notable ones too
A totally granular group mind
There is a neuron (a Sub-Senator) for every 250 cells. It
will no longer be hard to get Ideas introduced.
Senate literacy test
Looking at the Squad and George Bush Jr. I can’t help
but think that a good number of our Senators will have
trouble keeping up with their reading in the Main Senate
What did mankind accomplish
in the rst two decades
of the 21st century
Mohandas Gandhi
"You must not lose faith in humanity.
Humanity is an ocean;
if a few drops of the ocean are dirty,
the ocean does not become dirty.
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Argumentum ad grexum
In order for you to be right,
everyone-else would be wrong
and that's impossible..

Janus was rst a god of leadership not war
The symbolism of the two-faced Roman god Janus
makes a better god of leadership than a god of war. One
face looks backwards into history and the other forward
towards the future. And given how easily leadership can
be turned into war by those bent on war for pro t, Janus
seems to have been changed
The accuracy of my message
Most of it, I am pretty sure is true. Also, I am absolutely
sure there are some errors. And there are probably a
great many errors considering the length of it.
What a closed mind is
This is when you make up your mind about things
and then blindly refuse to hear any question
The delight
It’s a good name for my message of light.
Names for my message
The way the Arabs have 88 words for Mohammed, maybe
you also want to have multiple names for different
aspects of my message
Criminal Code
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5 divisions of violence
Violence-1 = Gun/knife Battery. This includes battery by
gun re, or stabbing by large knife to the torso, neck, or
head or groin. It also can include striking someone’s head
forcefully with a potentially deadly weapon to include
bottles, rocks, clubs, and surfaces. V-1 is just below
attempted murder. Severe or repeated stabbing, slashing,
or beating can be considered attempted murder.
Violence-2 = Club Battery. This includes small knifes,
and smaller stabs and slashes, blunt impact weapons,
and any attack on the neck/throat, and repeated hand or
foot beating of the head, neck, torso, or groin. It also
includes rock throwing with signi cant injury. Shoving or
striking a person's so their head hits or is likely to hit a
surface with signi cant injury. Also, included is shoving a
person down a normal ight of stairs
Violence-3 = Unarmed Battery. This is st and hand
ghting, except for targeting the throat, eyes, or groin, or
when it drives the head to strike the ground or a wall. It
includes spitting in the face, improper use of sprayed
irritants with no long-term harm, and may include
intentionally burning people with one’s cigarette. It is
participating in a protest that goes to someone's home, or
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Matrix enslavement
This is when nearly everyone agrees that some new
proposed mechanisms would be better, but nobody can
gure out a way to do a system upgrade and change the
mechanisms

a makes demands on people the protest encounters
under implied threat. In both of the last two cases, the
protest is becomes the weapon that threatens violence.
Violence-4 = Slapping Battery. This is a women
slapping a men’s face hard. It is punching someone on
the shoulder, or kicking them in the legs. It is scratching
hard with one’s long ngernails. It is spitting on the body,
It’s throwing soft things like food, water.
Violence-5 = Virtual Battery. It is getting close to
someone and screaming, or cursing at them, or
intentionally insulting someone. This may not be a crime
in many jurisdictions and circumstances. And in some it
will only be a crime if the victim is before an audience, or
broadcasting live, or protesting, or voting, or or a leader of
men, or a Senator, or police of cer. Virtual battery might
also include the haring of personal information as a way
of doing harm to a person. if it is done with intent to
cause harm to someone
Sucker punches
These shall get 3x the normal penalty.
Types of murder
Murder-1 = Planned murde
Murder-2 = Unplanned murder with malic
Murder-3 = Passion homicide = voluntary manslaughter
Murder-4 = Negligent homicid
Honor murder shall always be considered murder-1
Firearm brandishin
This is any threatening reference to a rearm that is not in
self defense.
Brandishing-1 = Offensively pointing a gun at someone.
Felon
Brandishing-2 = Offensively taking a gun out & not
pointing it. Felon
Brandishing-3 = Offensively lifting one’s clothing to
reveal a rearm as a means of threat, or putting one's
hand on one's open carry rearm, or gesturing towards
one's hidden rearm bulge. This includes verbal reference
to one's rearm. Bad misdemeanor.
Brandishing-4 = Defensively pointing a rearm at a
threatening person in a situation that doesn’t truly warrant
pointing a rearm. Minor misdemeanor
Brandishing-5 = Drawing a rearm for a threat situation
that doesn’t truly warrant drawing a rearm. This includes
rearms not pointed directly at a threat. Generally not a
crime
The rules of brandishing rearms in defense
Particularly in high crime areas, it shall be a crime to walk
up to strangers in public or private places that are mostly
deserted. Approachers like this must speak to their
approachees from a distance of at least 12-meters unless
the approachees agrees to closer communication. People
who violate this rule shall be subject to an unpointed
rearm draw. If they approach to less than 6-meters, or

Shoving people
1/ The way that Martin Gugino was shoved should be
considered as if the of cer had blindly swung a club and
him in the head
2/ If there is no injury, a shove like this should be
considered a missed punch to the face
3/ Police, including riot police can only shove people like
this if they have taken one step back in the past few
minutes due to pushing from person
Attempted murder—no weapo
It may be considered attempted murder when people
attempt to strangle others, or crush their windpipe, or
when they strike others in the throat with great force, or
use choke holds, or they stomp or kick on a person’s
head while they are down, or they drive a person’s head
into an hard object, or they pummel a person while they
are down. Shoving a person in front of an oncoming
vehicle may also be considered attempted murder.
Attempted murderers get sent away for life, but to an
island.
Perjury re ned
1/ Perjury convictions require all of the following
a / The thing lied about must be an important decision
point in a trial and there must be signi cant bene t for the
accused or witness in lying
b/ The thing lied about must be an absolute and cannot
resemble a relative thing that might change depending on
when or how it is described
c/ There must be criminal intent to lie or mislead without
correction during the trial
d/ Perjury is a crime of the courts and af davits and not of
interactions with police
e/ The evidence of the lie must be incontrovertible.
f/ Equivocal statements must be interpreted as broadly as
reasonably possible
2/ Nobody should every face perjury penalties for
maintaining their innocence. And statements about one's
innocence shall never be considered grounds for a
perjury conviction
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Trespassing re ne
All of the following types of trespassing need different
penalty ranges, and realistic penalties that match the
crime.
Trespassing on a private balcony or patio
Trespassing on unfenced land.
Trespassing on fenced land.
Lobby trespassing = Entering a building's secure lobby
without authorization
Sneaking in = Not paying for a movie, concert, private
club, gym, etc
Camping on private land without damage.
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they are running towards the approachees, then a rearm
may be pointed at them.

Camping on private land with damage.
Shoplifting re ned
Shoplifting-1 = Shoplifting many items, or Shoplifting
expensive or marketable goods that seem likely to be
sold (8-years). When groups of shoplifters work together
in synchronized teams, it should generally be considered
shoplifting-1. This should be so even if they are
coincidentally in a crowded store with another shoplifter.
Shoplifting-2 = Theft of goods that seem to be for
personal use. (2-year
Shoplifting-3 = Theft of low cost items and non-luxury
foods. (1-year)
Provisioneering = Theft of low ingredient stamps foods or
absolutely necessary items. (3-months
Campering
This is using a vehicle to sleep in an unauthorized area
Intervention and apparent felonies
When bystanders intervene to stop an apparent felony, or
to prevent a felony getaway, the bystanders people may
grab, pull, wrestle with, and hold on-to the suspect until
police arrive. They may hold the suspect in place by the
hair. They may pull the suspect to the ground if he is
combative. They can lay on top of the suspect. then can’t
harm or tackle the suspect, or strike the suspect unless
he has moved to harm them. However if the suspect
ghts the people justly trying to restrain him, he shall be
quickly be considered guilty of assault, as well as the
other crime he was being held for
Custody abduction
This is the term to use when one separated genetic
parent seizes a child that is in the custody of the other
separated genetic parent and there is no conviction for
abuse. This is a signi cantly lesser crime than
kidnapping by strangers where sexual abuse is normally
assumed. The jail time for custody abduction shall not
exceed the duration of the abduction provided the
abducting parent noti es the other parent that they have
the child.
Police
How to end BL
Part 1: Dumb drug and weapons law
• 46% of Chicago incarcerations are for the drugs that
are totally endemic
• 20% of Chicago incarcerations are for weapons
possession
• So in Chicago, about 2/3 of incarcerations are not for
actually harming someone else, but for things that might
harm someone. And these convicts that might have hurt
someone outnumber the convicts that actually DID harm

someone by 2-to-1. Here we see the absurdity of our
nations drug and weapons laws.

safer way to take people down, even considering adverse
reactions. Darts also have a much greater range.

Part 2: End money bail
1/ Money bail is unjust because it hits the poor more than
the rich.
2/ Money bail is unjust because the 10% bail bondsmen
fees penalize the innocent and guilty alike. A 500,000 bail
bond costs $50,000 to obtain. And this money is collected
by the private sector not government
3/ Penalty multiplication is the main thing driving people
to come back for trial. The amount of money people
deposit with the court doesn't really assure their return for
trial, and it should have nothing to do with whether they
are released pre-trial

Shooting looters with rock salt
There doesn't need to be any warnings. They can simply
be shot in the lower half with government approved
rounds

Part 3: A national code of police conduct
What can police do, and what can't they do? When can
they search a person? When can they order people out of
their cars? When can they take their guns out? When
can they break your car's window? Let's all know what the
rules are precisely. Then there will be much less question
about differential enforcement
Part 4: Stop killing people to avoid civil lawsuits. We
will change the rules. Now armed people who do not
surrender and are injured during their arrest shall have no
right to seek damages from government.
Police hatred is mostly
from the war on drugs
Isn't this is the main reason for police hatred. Isn't this
mostly from American's failed drug policies. And won't this
hatred shrink greatly once we legalize drugs and institute
a more sensible weapons policy
Heroin holes
I would use the old jails to house CTD junkies, and meth
heads who can come and go as they like to the often
remote locations. But before getting one’s license for
heroin or a crystal meth, the last thing that people should
have to do is go and visit with the junkies in a Heroinhole, or Meth-hole for 8 waking hours as applicable.And
maybe they have to go back and visit for 4 hours each
year. Go and hang out and talk to the addicts.
Clear rules for non-letal weapons
We need rules like no-non-lethals when people have their
hands up or are mostly lying on the ground, or in
handcuffs
Fast release tear gas
These discharge lots of tear gas real fast
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Dart guns are better than taser
Tasers result in lots of head injuries due to the way
people fall. Incremental doses of Injected drugs are a

Police shotguns
1/ The police shotguns need to be foolproof about which
shell is inside. There needs to be daily veri cation of the
sequence or a clear window to the shell compartment
2/ The different sorts of shells all have different colors,
internationally identical shell colors. Maybe the colors are
Day-glow yellow for rock salt, Orange for bird shot, and
red for kill rounds.
Shooting looters
During riots and natural disasters, crisis law rules. Those
who break into occupied homes, or occupied businesses
(other than grocery stores and gas pumps) may be shot
dead in any numbers without warning by the defenders.
This however does not apply to food and drug stores, or
gas stations.

Quick release of police shooting videos
In general, all police cam recordings should be made
public within 24 hours in original form, however, teh police
department may provide narration with the of cers or their
commanders explaining what happened
Standardized rules for of cer conduct
There should only be one code in the US. Especially with
regard to arrests and weapons use
Once you draw a gun on police...
Can someone reenact the video from the McCreary police
shooting in Phoenix? But there are two endings. In one
she keeps running, but in the other she turns and res 11
rounds at of cers. Play one ending then play the other
randomly. Do it a few times. There is no way to tell what is
going to come next. The rule that of cers may never re
at someone running away is clearly too blunt
>>>
When of cers can’t re, crooks know this and are more
likely to run, turn, and shoot. Then the people have
trouble nding good men to be of cers. This is why we
say that when people draw on of cers and run away, they
still may be shot
No unlogged weapons or seizures
1/ We don't want police carrying around extra weapons to
frame people with. No. Police may only carry logged
weapons, even clubs, either on them, or in their car
2/ All cops and their vehicles get randomly searched by
Senators for extra weapons and contraband at least

hand and give the law greater reach and force on the
margins
Brandishing arms around one’s plac
Brandishing arms around one’s place is allowed when
gangs of people are roaming the streets and there is
widespread shooting, killing, burning, beating, looting or
rioting. Or when gangs come to a residence or business
(a “place”) in a way that is confrontational. In all these
cases, the defending residents/workers should be free to
be armed on and around their premises. Also when the
people in the gangs are brandishing rearms, or have
ames or rag bottles, or clearly threatening violence, or
demand money, those with the rearms, ames, or rag
bottles, and those threatening violence may be shot by
the defenders without warning

Cops confronting armed shooters
None of these guys should ever come with a handgun.
This is ridiculous. All should have scoped ri e
Firearms
Due to training, police pistols may re at a faster than
normal rate and not be considered militia weapons
Police temper testin
Let’s test all police cadets for their temper. And with
female police let’s test them during their PMS time
Arrest classes
A1 = Murderous, or rearm us
A2 = Violent histor
A3 = Everyone els
Police are allowed to take reasonable precautions when
they have reasonable cause to think they are in an A1 or
A2 situation. Also, statistics for A1 and A2 arrests are
separately tabulated from overall arrests.
Minimum enforceable speed limit
This is 30mph (49kph) except where a hazard exists on
the road such as a sharp corner, or sharp crest, or a blind
intersection.
We got him on a weapons violation
This is not the way the legal system is supposed to work

How do we punish police?
1/ Don't punish police for legitimate mistakes and bad
split second decisions even if people die. If it is a close
call, we must err on the side of forgiving them, or we will
not nd good men to be our police. It is very simple.
2/ What do we do to them when they are moderately
bad? Do we re them? Do we disgrace them? Do we ne
them? Do we make them police bad neighborhoods? Do
we do nothing
The 911 app
This is mandatory on all cell phones. It makes no
sounds.It works like WhatsApp video. We imagine
situations like people in the front yard with their kitchen on
re sending the video to the dispatcher which hits the
forward button to the arriving re truck.
Bezel cams
All phones should have a third camera at the edge or
bezel for s lming.
Police
Emergency services are funded by the county, and there
is only county police and national police. The county
police are directed and reviewed by the county Senate
Gun license plates?
Maybe all carry rearm should be required to display
serial numbers in large text in a contrasting color
The police commissioner
1/ How many times have we seen this person features in
US media
2/ It should be a police commission of many people, not a
single police commissioner.
3/ This group does not supervise the police. It evaluates
and judges public claims against the police
Door ID
Wouldn’t it be nice if there was this county operated RFID
video door bell. Thus visitors could put their chip on the
scanner and the device would send the number to the
recorder and it would show their ID photos to the person
inside. So the resident can compare the image on their
screen with the person at the door. Maybe there is an
option that all the people coming to your home have to
make an appointment using the ID veri cation system.
And maybe you have to accept before it is legal to visit
you. Maybe they can't get out of the township public area
without someone accepting their ID.
Free ID veri cation
County ID veri cation a service that County government
will offer for free

.
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Publishing data with intent to cause harm
This is a crim
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quarterly. In places with law-enforcement corruption
issues it should probably be every 30 days or even more
frequently.
3/ Police may not come in possession of any evidence
that has not immediately declared into the recorders
video record

Demonetize Brazil
Demonetizing drugs and getting rid of cash will affect the
most dangerous nations the most
Provisioneering
This is when people in a crisis situation take reasonable
amounts of essential items like food, gasoline, and
needed medical supplies
When thugs with records loo
When people with criminal records engage in political
violence, or disaster looting, or disaster violent crime,
they may be sent away for life.(Looting here does not
include provisioning reasonable amount of essentials
EMS screw up liability
There shall be no liability when trained rescuers working
for government screw up in crisis situations. This shall
include remen, police, paramedics, air rescue and
emergency room healthcare. You get what you get with all
these services.
A good example of what police uniforms should look like,
but perhaps with smaller numbers.
https://sallyscopshop.com/index.php?route=product/
product&product_id=845#PhotoSwipe1579445722763
Dayglo yellow British tops are another good idea. They
will help rebrand American police as nice and helpful in
the wake of scrapping our old drug laws, money-based
bail system, and vehicle stop and ticket system. We might
also emulate the British cars paint design for our
emergency vehicles. This design seems less
confrontational.
https://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/uknews/law-and-order/
11870929/Poor-people-need-more-bobbies-on-thebeat.html
Breaking up the cesspool
Junky-ville for he Heroin addicts is in the outskirts at
12:00. Meth-town for amphetamine addicts is out at 6:00,
the Alcoholics are out at 3:00, and the poor housing is out
at say 9:00. If your daily dose is over the threshold, you
must move into the appropriate addict's hostel, which
involves various levels of anti-drug media bombardment.
But the poor are separated from the drug addicts and the
drunks. And this will surely be of bene t to them.
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Outlawing pre-crime is dumb
1/ 46% of Chicago incarcerations are for the drugs that
are totally endemic
2/ 20% of Chicago incarcerations are for weapons
possession
>>>>
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If all the vehicles are controlled by a network, how does
one get away from the scene of a crime using a vehicle

So in Chicago 66% of incarcerations are not for actually
harming somebody else, but for one of two activities that
supposedly leads to harm to others. >>
So we are tripling the number of inmates and ruining the
lives of hundreds of thousands of people in the US. We
are pissing away billions of dollars for prisons. What are
we getting in return? Are we reducing drug use any more
than taxation would? Are we reducing gun violence by
much? We are certainly making part of America hate the
police.
Roman homes, American ri es
This is the safest way to live. The ammable wood and
glass houses of America are not terribly safe
Police assemblies
I would send cops around to the schools to present these
assemblies on
1/ We cops are just like you.
2/ We have a job to do. We don't hate people, we are just
doing our job
3/ How the word "Freeze" means that the cop is going to
shoot you if you don't freeze perfectly still"
4/ How "Hands" means that they are worried that you
have a gun in your hand and are about to shoot you.
Hands means hands up or you are about to get shot.
5/ If we say you are under arrest, you have to give us
your hands right away or you might get either knocked
down or shoved against a wall... perhaps on top of getting
a longer sentence
House call magistrates
The various counties should offer these as a paid service
at perhaps 7x the average wage per hour. These are like
the teacher monitoring the playground
National databases of accusations
We should know who is getting lots of complaints
Police prioritie
Police protect us rst against murder then injury, then
violence, then threat of violence, then grand theft, then
petty crimes
Body cams that don't work
1/ If the camera is off, or not in backup mode with the
recorder, the arrest shall be voidable, just as it was under
the most restrictive construction of the Miranda rights.
2/ If the of cer's camera is off when the citizen is harmed
the presumption of guilt is on the of cer
3/ The camera rules apply to police, building inspectors,
re marshals, lifeguards, child protection services, and all
other government people using any compulsory power
over the people
4/ Where one would expect the live backup camera
record to evidence of a crime, the camera record must
show evidence of a crime or there can be no conviction.

Nazis of cers were given meth
Giving war ghters drugs like meth amphetamine may
improve survival, but it also leads to accidents and war
crimes, right? I wonder if police on caffein is also a bad
idea. I mean shouldn’t they be as calm as possible?
Maybe we should should go back and look at all the
police of cer shootings and correlate them to caffeine
consumption. Is there a relationship?
Child protective service
1/ We are a land that errs on the side of freedom and
tolerance in the way people live their lives and raise their
children. This includes how much of a "free range" young
children are allowed.
2/ If there are any rules about what is not allowed of
parents, they must be composed, stated and promulgated
by the Senate. There should be very little leeway on the
part of CPS workers
3/ Our legal system is based on physical evidence and
not the subjective opinions of police of cers. CPS must
provide clear and de nite evidence on video or otherwise
to take non-emergency action.
4/ As with police, all CPS communication with the people
must be publicly recorded under chest cam or recorder
video phone line.
5/ Minors shall not be interviewed by CPS without
parental permission unless it is under a court order
6/ All children's interviews shall be recorded under
remove backup by the recorder's of ce. No leading
questions may be asked either before or during the
interview
7/ Our school system will take and board kids. In fact
there may be special schools for "early removal" kids, so
CPS will lose much of its jurisdiction.
8/ CPS must have a court order to remove children from a
household for more than 24 hours
9/ If any court motion is denied a CPS worker, that worker
must hand the case/family in for re-assignment. After this,
the CPS worker (and their associates) may never work on
that case/family again.
10/ All CPS workers shall have an intervention ratio and a
child removal ratio. The CPS workers that intervene least
and most shall be investigated

.
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Less crime
1/ Eliminate cash and fungibles to make crime harder to
pro t from
2/ Drug licenses, and free, safe, legal drugs where people
pay with hours spent watching anti-drug media instead of
paying the Ma a with money
3/ Mandatory bezel cams in all phones. Then nobody
knows who is recording and sending to the recorder and
police when they are holding their phone normally
4/ 987 = police record, watch & perhaps dispatch
5/ Free public kid tracking
6/ Less costly life and general abundance

7/ Better education
8/ Townships with ID veri cation for guests to enter the
private areas
9/ Eliminate human operated vehicles from safety zones
at least. Getting away thus becomes hard
Lawyers & Cour
Why there must be an underlying crime
There is a reason we need to require an underlying or
primary crime in order to have convictions for crimes of
the judicial process such as: obstruction of justice,
resisting arrest, misleading investigators, contempt of
court, and lying to prosecutors. The reason is that without
an underlying crime we risk having police and
government people hauling innocent people into the
justice system on imsy charges. This in order to try to
get them on an error, or a procedural charge, or an
inconsistency in their testimony, a lie. These types of
crimes are not for free people in a free nation. They are
instead things of places where the people are subservient
to their government

Crimes of criminal procedure
These shall not be disqualifying felonies. They may have
long sentences, but they shall not be felonies.
Tampering
When those charged with crimes communicate with
witnesses to their crimes, or their accusers, their
communication must be recorded
Double penalties for police injury
Triple penalties for protest violence
Quadruple penalties for violence against leaders
The power of the law
It’s quite obvious, but it still needs to be pointed out: The
law only has limited power over changing behavior. This
is why making drugs illegal doesn’t stop drug use. It’s
also way outlying adultery doesn’t work. The law can only
bend behavior to a limited degree in a free society. If it
exceeds that bend, people ignore the law. So lawmakers
must make laws that are gentle curves that are obeyed,
rather than sharp curves that are ignored
National judicial oversight
1/ Some parts of the country are on the long tail with
regard to "progress" or "progressive-ness". For example
San Francisco. Other parts are on the other long tail with
regard to traditional-ness like say Montgomery AL. In
recent decades, both communities have clearly applied
the law in ways unacceptable to the remainder of the
nation.
2/ We do still see corrupt prosecutions and corrupt
pardons on the part of local governments.

3/ A double checked legal system is probably a good idea
where the national sense of justice is affronted. In other
words, the national courts have the right to overturn
county judgements and stop prosecutions.
4/ If the county fails to prosecute, the national Senate
may
Under oath
Everyone must tell me the truth when I ask them a
question
A slight legal immunity
There should be slightly higher standards for bringing
cases against: Ubiqs, Main-Senators, and Over-senators
for both Criminal and money court. This especially when
they have done things that anger a constituency
My personal immunity as a prophet
I have said a great many things. Some of these things will
certainly anger some. Some may think they can get rid of
my changes by attacking me.
1/ I may never be charged, subpoenaed, deposed, sued,
harmed, de-platformed, moved, or punished for anything I
say, even if it is deemed racist, sexist, transphobic, or
treasonous. Anyone attempting to harm me in such a way
should be punished by the law.
2/ Nobody shall be free to take the most controversial
parts of my message and re-assemble them so my
message looks more controversial than it is.
3/ Nobody shall be free to take the dumbest parts of my
message and re-assemble them so my message looks
dumber.
4/ Nobody shall be free to substantially alter the context
of my message
5/ You are free to disagree with what I say, to call parts of
it wrong, but you may not attack me personally
6/ Only the American Over-Senate shall have jurisdiction
over my actions
7/ I may go anywhere on earth I want, and stay as long as
I want without a visa or a passport
Instant video adjudication
Most consumer products and services should be subject
to instant video adjudication. This is where you video call
a county specialist adjudicator and pay $2/minute for
talking and video showing. The winning side does not
pay, and half the money (~$60/ hour) goes to the county
adjudicators working from home on call.
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Not using a form contract
If you’re not using a form contract, perhaps you need to
submit your contract to the county law library to make
sure that there are no conditions that are likely to lead to
dispute or conditions that are unenforceable, or
conditions that are biased against one side or the other.
Here I imagine administrators that are like escrow of cers
reviewing the terms of a sales agreement. These are paid

by the Thousand words to review the contracts. Maybe
for a contract to be valid, it must be either from the county
law library, or accepted by it. Surely we don't need
lawyers to keep reinventing the wheel, and keep making
new contracts for us over 90% of the time.
A uni ed court system
We need to unify and simplify our nation's court
processes. There should be one set of base rules nationwide. If any county wants to deviate from this, it must gain
approval from the national Sub-Senate for the legality of
its deviances between their passage and when they come
into force. Each county with deviant laws must webpublish an annual list of all local deviances. Finally, the
total number of deviances should be restricted where
there is not some special local factor that necessitates a
large number of unique local laws. For example due to
the density of Manhattan, or being in Alaska, or the
special foreigner presence on the Big Island of Hawaii, or
on the witness protection islands.
Appeals
The current legal system makes multiple appeals a right
to the person who has been convicted of a crime. Thus
there are two (or more) defense trials for the defense
lawyer industry to feed on. And that’s why the system
works this way. It’s lawyers pushing legal accuracy at any
cost to their clients, Costs that they will receive as
payments
Courts will grab power too
Courts should neither create laws, nor substantially
modify, or interpret, or execute laws. And if there’s a
problem with the law being vague, or having multiple
interpretations, or being apparently unconstitutional, the
court's only power is to ask the legislature for clari cation
or correction.
William Douglas: Sierra club versus Morton 1972
“A ship has a legal personality, ction found useful for
maritime purposes... so it should be as respects valleys,
alpine meadows, rivers, lakes, estuaries, beaches, ridges,
groves of trees, swamp land, or even air that feels the
destructive pressure of modern technology and modern
life... The voice of the inanimate object, therefore, should
not be still.
[ 1/ Here is a US supreme court justice giving rights to
environments, this then lead to many of our richest
mineral deposits being put off limits. It also caused our
cities to grow around many central parks, thus increasing
sprawl and sales of OPEC’s oil.
Vision is not judgement
The people who contribute the most to the group cause
might not be good judges
Democracies can only change the rules

No court transcriptions or stenographers
Instead, there is central monitoring and recording in
multiple, and HD audio and video inputs.
The prosecutors rst duty
It is to justice, not conviction. The hiding of evidence by
prosecutors should be a felony
Me too
Accusations of sexual impropriety decades ago are
almost impossible to refute. So with these sorts of
attacks, anyone can be gotten rid of. So you will never
have another good leader again. Because all can be
easily disposed of with with this sort of accusation.
Alzheimers judges
There should be standardized cognitive decline tests.
These should be administered by people who have
completed a 6-month internship with another Alzheimer's
judge. These judges should be employed by the public to
gauge people's age-related mental decline.
These people shall judge when people must get reviewed
for
1) Making big ticket purchases and investments
2) Their right to undertake legal matters
3) Their right to roam around alone because they have
gotten into trouble before
4) Their right to take care of themselves. Perhaps once a
person reaches age 70, they must go for annual review.
Bad laws feed Lawyers
This should be a maxi
Lawyers, reputations, and status
Society should not allow any ranking or reputation scores
for lawyers as it encourages a costly arms race in
lawyers. Also, all lawyers shall keep their of ces in a
monitored court house annex. All of ces shall be identical
in each court house. They may vary between court
houses, but at each site, the of ces must be identical.
The corner of ces are for conference rooms. Lawyer
of ces cannot be on either the ground oor or the top
oor. Total equality of of ce space
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Lawyer that become businessmen
Those who have attended law school for more than one
month shall not be allowed to represent themselves as a
plaintiff in money court. And if they have associates that
are lawyers, these may not act as a plaintiff's lawyer. This
also helps lower the status of lawyers so fewer of our best
people go into law.
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for the next time
The way the House democrats have changed the rules
for impeachment should only be applicable for the next
time. The current impeachment needs to use the existing
rules.

Lawyers and the truth
Under today’s legal system, it is said that lawyers may not
deliberately mislead the court, but they are not obligated
to tell the whole truth. Yet when people take the oath of
truth before appearing in court, they must promise to “tell
the whole truth and nothing but the truth”. Why is it that
clients are required to tell the whole truth, but lawyers are
allowed to tell part of the truth? Doesn’t this give an
advantage to lawyers, and those who hire costly lawyers?
Why do we give this advantage to lawyers? The answer
is simple, it is simply that if we didn’t do this, fewer people
would use lawyers unless they had to.
How to have fewer disputes and less crime
It is very simple, kids should be taught the law in school.
Senate immunity
This applies to all candidates, everyone waiting to begin
Senate service, all sitting Senators and for 6-months after
leaving the Senate

The limit of equality
Everyone is equal under the law, and in all government
and corporate activities. This however should obviously
not extend to individuals, who must be free to choose
their partners, friends and associates. Just imagine the
absurd situation of people being called out as racists for
not having any close friends of some race.
Legal Inclusion comes rst
Legal accuracy comes after
1/ What if the legal system disfavored lawyers, so that
most people self-represent?
2/ What if the courts were supposed to favor non-lawyers
over lawyers, the way they’re supposed to favor tenants
over landlords
3/ What if non-lawyers always got to speak rst and last
4/ What if the non-lawyers got a bit more time to talk
5/ What if the non-lawyer got to set the trial duration
within a range
Inclusion trumps accuracy
We want 10x more lawsuits but we spend
10% of the time with each. Or maybe it is 5X, or 25X as
many lawsuits
There won’t be any expert “judges”
Under the new system, there will only be Senators who
probably never worked in the legal system before.
No shopping for judges
It is wrong the way politically charged cases are
frequently shopped around to the various judges and
prosecutors. Firstly, the decision to prosecute should be a

Double Jeopardy
This clause in the US constitution wasn’t about
sentences. On the host side, it was about keeping the
those in power from repeatedly trying people as a means
of harassing them. But it’s real reason to exist is that on
the parasite’s side it helped get bro’s acquitted when
everyone knew they were guilty

Police videographers
These people go around to the witnesses at a crime
scene recording the statements of witnesses, and the
evidence the witnesses and of cers show. They are
armed, and all video is live recorded.
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Spoken hearsay exemption
are no longer needed becaus
1/ Past sense impressions must be in writing, or video or
audio recorded at the time to be valid. Spoken statements
about spoken statements are never valid
Also, regarding written impressions, they are only given
credence because of their detail, regularity, and lack of
inconsistency
2/ What a gotcha society this rule fosters.
3/ If you witness an event, the event dialogue is
admissible as part of one's rst-hand testimony. However,
if someone tells you they committed a crime, that is not
admissible as evidence.
4/ Medical records system function, not hearsay
5/ See #1 above
6/ See #1 above
7/ See #1 above
8/ Recorder function, not hearsay
9/ Recorder function, not hearsay
10/ Recorder function, not hearsay
11/ Recorder function, not hearsay
12/ Recorder function, not hearsay
13/ Recorder function, not hearsay
14/ Recorder function, not hearsay
15/ Recorder function, not hearsay
16/ Not needed
17/ Internet access, not needed
18/ Published things are not spoken hearsay, but
something recorded at the time. Things recorded at the
time are not considered hearsay, however, they may still
not be credible even though they are allowed.
19/ All wills must be recorded.
20/ Recorder function

.
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matter of one County Senate. And secondly, if a case is
turned down by the County Senate, that is the end of the
trail, unless the national Senate decides to prosecute.

21/ People can vouch for one another in court. And this
was never really hearsay.
22/ All court records, including pending matters from age
14 are always admissible. All public records are also
admissible. And again, this was never really hearsay. And
while the court system may seal the records of minors
from the outside world, it may never seal this information
from itself, or destroy this information.
23/ See #22 above.
The rules of hearsay add a great deal cognitive overhead
to the legal system. But they add little to legal accuracy.
In fact they make the legal system more a thing of hired
guns who have mastered this abstruse subject. So let's
scrap most of them and reinterpret the survivors into
other parts of the legal code.
Also, as soon as the recorder system is up, all court
admissible Written Records of Spoken Words WRSW
must be made on the recorder's un-erasable boards to be
valid. This CC's all parties and allows for reply
statements. After this time, all WRSW must be on nevererase logging board. And while these WRSW les are
admissible, they still should be doubted a bit.
What people say to others is not admissible ever. Telling
somebody something in the past it’s not evidence of
anything in court. It may be grounds for a criminal
investigation, but it should not stand as evidence in court.
Worthless distinctions
Why do we have judicial distinctions that only experts can
understand and properly argue. Surely this sort of stuff
was created by lawyers to help lawyers
Unlawful detainer court rule
1/ Apartment managers and UD legal services may
appear as principles
2/ No lawyers in residential cases.
3/ Ones plaintiveness in UD matters does not affect one’s
overall plaintiveness rating.
UD protection side effects
I completely understand the reasons for having strict
unlawful detainer (eviction) rules. I just think we should
treat weekly rentals like hotels and not require any court
procedure to evict the tenants
1/ These eviction rules are very costly for the poorest part
of society, and for those who have had a nancial
disaster. These people have a much harder time nding
housing, except in bad neighborhoods. Landlords are
afraid to rent to them because the UD rules can make it
hard to get them out.
2/ At the bottom of society, many people are unable to
nd housing and become homeless partly as a knock-on
result of unlawful detainer regulation costs

No unlawful detainers here
Weekly rentals should be subject to the rules of hotels,
i.e. the tenant may be evicted and ejected at any time by
the landlord if they don’t follow the rules or don’t pay.
There should be some other areas that should be
excluded from both court and the unlawful detainer
process
1/ Residential tenants documented having loud parties or
playing loud media after 9pm
2/ Tenants with certain high use alcohol or ma a drug
licenses
3/ Tenants caught on video intentionally damaging the
property
4/ Tenants without a written rental agreement
5/ Roommate tenants that live in the same premises as
the property owner
Divorce adjudication
If the parties can agree, that rules. If the parties can’t
agree, then a public adjudicator looking at nothing but the
assets and assessed values, together with their
instructions and list of wanted items (in order) of each
party splits the assets
Divorce book-keepers not lawyers
The people dividing the assets should be inexpensive
book-keepers, not expensive lawyers
The one minute rule
The defendant must always be given the time to speak at
all trials for at least one minutes for every year of potential
sentence up to 20 minutes for life in prison, or death
penalty charges
Asbestos toxicity in talc
Before it was known that asbestos was toxic, it would be
oating around at the density of rag weed’s maximum in
the asbestos mines and processing plants. In these
places, workers would be pulling clumps or the stuff out of
their mouths and noses. Asbestosis mostly comes from
this sort of exposure level. The microscopic levels of
asbestos exposure from talc would appear to be many
thousands of times lower and of negligible risk

.
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The middle path for lawsuit payments
The parasite likes either extreme. On the “right”, Ishtar is
happy with the China-2020 & USA-1870 approach where
people harmed by companies get nothing from the
system. And on the “left”, Ishtar is even happier with the
$80-million awards to people because they developed
lymphoma after using a chemical that appears to be as

.
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3/ Landlords are much more reluctant to rent their places
for short periods of time, and this is a huge cost to
society. It is much of why tiny hotel rooms are so
expensive.

inert to mammal metabolisms as is say dish washing
detergent.
Roundup Hypocris
Cigarettes kill 480,000 American a year. Of these about
15% of Americans die from second hand smoke, or about
72,000 people a year. How can we award people $80million for an unproven relationship that doesn’t make
sense to most organic chemists
A corrupt Supreme Court
To see the corruption of the current US Supreme Court,
simply look at the timing of the 1973 Roe vs. Wade
decision, and how it preceded the 1973-77 Arab oil
embargo by about 11 months. Regardless of how you
stand on abortion, you must admit that this decision
caused many more people to be more distracted by sex
just before the oil embargo hit
What do expensive lawyers have to do with justice?
Aren’t they a corruption of justice
Political crimes and access to media
When people are imprisoned for crimes that have
anything to do with government of cials, or important
people, or their crime is in the news, they shall never
deprived of their right to regularly communicate with
members of the press for a reasonable time to fully
explain their situation
Honest services frau
This is a pretty good example of a law that is so esoteric
and so hard to understand that it should not exist
No law dredging
If a law is only dredged up to jail people that police need
to jail, then it cannot be enforced.
Biden's totally independent justice department
It won't even have a democratically elected person in
charge
The right to know what you are being arrested for
When police arrest a person, they don’t have to name the
section or even the law broken. They can do this at the
station, late
<Prison by crime.jpg
Fewer people in jail
In my new world, there are few drug offenders. And most
of the weapons possession crimes will go away with
realistic weapon carry laws. Also, few people will try to life
as an illegal alien. So these are the top 3 groups in US
prisons today. So we are going to cut the US prison
populations by about 2/3. And then on top of this we will
eliminate cash, and registering all our luxury goods. We
will also license prostitution, and ending all the crimes

that people commit for drug money. This is because heroin addicts can just watch half a day of anti-drug
propaganda to get their safe x from Government. There
is no reason to commit crimes for drug money. There will
also be homeless dorms.
Ex-convict behavio
Ex-convicts should be walking on eggshells around
seniors, kids, travelers, disabled people and the lik
Internet in jail
In the work camps there will be internet for the inmates at
after work time. But in the straight jails and prisons, there
will be no cellular or internet service within range. Only jail
communications may exist in this zone.
Prison time
It should not be awful due to violence and domination. It
will be awful due to an intentionally exhaustive work and
education schedule. Instead of being idle all day long and
being conditioned by jailhouse life, prisoners will be busy
all day long and have almost no time for their own
thoughts. They should also be constantly reminded of
how much money they would have if they were working
this hard as a free worker
Standard education pardons
1/ Those who have not completed high-school prior to
their conviction shall get 5% off their sentence for
completing their high-school equivalency test.
2/ Those who complete 14th grade get another 5% off
their sentence.
3/ Those who complete 16th grade get another 5% of
4/ Those who get certi ed as a journeyman worker shall
get 5% off their sentence
Inmates should work long hours
1/ Their labor is a good revenue source. This money can
be used to fund the corrections system and for
restitutions and court costs
2/ One's debt to society is literally paid in money while
one lives as a prisoner and see almost none of the
money
3/ When inmates are released they’ll have skills and be
habituated to working long hours. Thus it will be easier to
get a job than to go and commit more crime
4/ If work camp inmates do their jobs well, exceptionally
well, they'll get their own prison cell, and reduced work
hours and more school hours. There’s a couple levels
below, then it’s awful work, then it is prison cell lockup

.
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Honest democracy & prison labor
This is another area where having an incorrupt
government is just so much better. It seems that we don’t
actually trust our current democracy, or republic, or
whatever we are going to call it. So we have the
secondary prohibition on prisoners working. But if we had

a believably honest democracy, we could put our
prisoners to work
Probation phones
1/ You must carry it at all times
2/ It is constantly recording AV and can be monitored at
any time
3/ It tracks your location
4/ You are not allowed to use other communication
devices
5/ It tells you (and your probation of cer) when you are
going somewhere you should not go, like drug dealer
parks, kid zones, etc
6/ Police and probation of cers will drop by at random
times to check on you
Jail is supposed to get worse
It is supposed to get worse and worse each time you are
in. You have to work longer and harder for less each time
you go back
Custody, dorms, work camp, jail, & prison
Custody rooms = a private room with a private bathroom
and shower. There is a bed a desk, and a sofa. It is like a
basement hotel suite that you can’t leave.
Custody hostel = where one stays in a dorm but has the
day free to walk around.
Work camp = where one stays in a dorm and works most
or all of the day. 3,000 hours a year under lock-up
Jail = the inmates do work and reconditioning 3,000
hours a year under lock-u
Prison = the inmates do work or reconditioning 3,500
hours a year under lock-u
Factory camp is ideal for
Shopliftin
Vandalis
Petty assaul
Drug license violation
Urban homeless and work cam
Work camp is the perfect penalty for nuisance criminals
like those who repeatedly
1/ Use public areas as a toilet
2/ Use public property to be drunk or high in
3/ Frighten multiple people with ravings, or actions
4/ Steal things of tri ing value
5/ Dig in people's private garbag
6/ Burn things outside in an urban environment
7/ Get into trouble for tent living in a city center
Prison condition
1/ All prisoners shall wear location monitor tech.
2/ All prisoners shall live under continuous AV monitoring
of their cells and all prison locations they occupy for their
entire lock-up time.

3/ Prisoners shall be randomly blood tested for drugs,
alcohol, and tobacco once every 100 days based on the
last two digits of their prisoner number Those found to
have any of these in their system shall be moved and
their sentence extended
4/ There shall be no religious or luxury food in prison. No
beef or pork shall be served
5/ No packaged foods, alcohol, tobacco or sweets shall
be allowed in prison
6/ There shall be no weight lifting or ball sports in prison.
7/ Prisoners 32 prisoners. each prisoner gets 15 minutes
to use a the time-shared shower by themself. They go by
themself and return by themself
What is the recidivism rate?
The studies use shorter periods of time like 4 to 10-years.
The studies also don't include ex-convicts that learn from
their prison time talks and don't get caught. So all the
statistics on recidivism underestimate the true life-long
recidivism numbers. Therefore the studies that show how
say 64% of released prisoners get sent back, these are
an underestimate and the true number is perhaps closer
to 70% or perhaps 80%.

These numbers are of course for people trapped for years
in a cell where they live a life of passivity and inactivity. If
we habituate prisoners to long days of work. If we require
that prisoners work outside the jail (but come right back
after work) for the last 100 days, keeping all their money
on a limited spending welfare card. If we give them a nest
egg on this card from their years of 10% prison wages,
they will certainly have a lower recidivism rate. Also, the
prison and the half-way job should be very far away from
where they are from. And they should do their parole in
this new place as a sort of new person.
Non-criminal jail
There should be special prisons for apparently good
people who are rst offenders, who have no criminal
relations but who commit crimes under accidental, poorly
judged, quasi-self-defense, or extreme situations, like say
Kyle Rittenhouse.
Inmates will lie to get out early
Surprise! inmates will learn to be actors and say
absolutely anything to get out of jail. So the I-have-trulychanged interviews where the inmates repent their past
life and say how much they have changed — These are a
mostly a fantasy and a waste of time.
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Good behavior early release should be robotic
How much lawyer and court time does the legal system
waste on this thing that should be determined once and
for all at sentencing? So as part of sentencing, the court
should select one of 4-10 standard good behavior

matrixes, ABCDEFGHIJ. Then there are no parole
hearings
The Jail experience
Perhaps the juvenile courts should have the option to
hand down short term stays. This is to demonstrate what
all-waking-hours factory prison/ re-education life is about.
It comes also perhaps with a 24-hour sample of dark
solitary con nement
Repeat offender multiplier
In addition to penalties for the current crime, repeat
offenders might re-serve up to 50% of their prior
sentences, all of them. Also, the multiplier might depend
on the severity of the current crime
Non-Citizens
Nations are natios, places of birt
Why isn’t the workers party sayin
Less immigration and more jobs for workers
The Democrats should oppose immigration because it
undermines wages. But today, they demand even
unchecked illegal immigration. Why

People will tolerate more immigration
if it is properly vetted.
Welfare for illegals = buying constituent
Voting rights and immigrant
Foreigners in our democracy
Non-citizens who vote or attend our protests shall spend
10-years in a work camp paying for their keep. If the
foreigners are helping to organize or support a protest,
then this shall be considered an act of espionage
Citizenship quali catio
The citizenship test
1/ When a foreigner becomes a naturalized voting citizen,
it is supposed to mean that they are as good or better
than the average person who grew up in our nation. It is
not supposed to be easy for a foreigner to become a
citizen and such a thing should be seen by all as a badge
of honor
2/ The citizenship test shall have 20,000 potential
questions, of which 200 shall be randomly selected for
each person taking the test. No electronics, or study
material, or notes, or dictionaries, or translators
3/ Composition of the citizenship test
20% Economics and how our economy works
20% How our democracy works
20% National values and customs
20% Tactics of freedom's enemy

20% Vocabulary in the national language
People should be denied immigration when:
1/ They have not nished high school
2/ They follow an unwelcome ideology
3/ They are under-skilled to earn a living.
4/ They have a history of sgiving
These are not refugees
Refugees are people eeing for their life from natural
disasters and war. The following groups should have no
right to claim refugee status
1) Ordinary criminals eeing the law or simply wanting to
make a new start
2) Those eeing economic hardship
3) Those eeing community persecution for being a
sexual deviant, or being disabled, or being discriminated
against.
Language & migration
When you migrate you must learn your new language and
continue to progress in your new language (or Euemi)
until you have mastered the language

You take their customs
When you migrate, you must give the new ways primacy.
You can only practice your old country’s ways if there is
no con ict in the two ways
You are the guest
When you migrate, you must never push your hosts
except when they are clearly and certainly wrong in a
serious matter
The number of children
This might be another criteria for deciding if illegals can
stay. I think 6, 5, and probably even 4 kids represent an
alien culture, and one that threatens to take over
numerically in our democracy
It isn't that bad
When people are sent back to where they emigrated
from. It happens to people all the time
Non citizens and crim
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Non-citizens and Ma a drugs
1/ There shall be no licenses issued for non-citizens to
take methamphetamine, opiates, or certain other
recreational drugs. Nobody needs this.
2/ Foreigners shall not be allowed to consume more than
4 drinks a day on average over their trip, or more than 8
drinks in one day.
3/ Foreigners may not smoke more than one pack a day
while they are in our nation

Voter fraud and illegal aliens
Encouraging non-citizens to vote is a form of voter fraud.
This is so even for lawmakers.
Dreamers policy articulated
Nearly everyone agrees that the hard working and college
bound kids should stay and the lazy good for nothings
should get the boot. Simple. The only problem is where
the line goes. The Right wants to send more of the lazy
problem kids back. The Left wants all the constituency it
can get
Senate service and multiple nationalities
I see lots of people going from the richer parts of the
world to the poor parts because they will have a better
chance at making it into the Senate. These should still be
able to keep their original citizenship, and have a partial
secondary citizenship in the nation that they made
Senator in. Even though they remain a citizen of the
original country, they will still be treated as a citizen in the
nation that adopted them as a Senator. In other words,
we make an exception for Senators to the

Double luxury taxatio
Those who bring luxury goods across international
borders may be subject to double luxury taxation or reexport bond upon each entry. This does not apply to
engagement and marriage rings weighing in combination
less than 10g and having stones under 0.1g in total
weight.
International travel and visas app
When you get your "State Department" passport app. You
can select up to 3 nations from a list for a charge of 2
hour's pay each. The state department then noti es each
nation that you will be visiting, and that you continue to
maintain say your class C visitor status. This means that
you have over "4-year's" wages in assets. (D = over 1year, B = over 9-years, and A= over 16-years, whatever a
year is). The state department also gives the applicant
nation access to your background info page to see that
you have no known criminal problems. After a while, the
other nation sends you a visa/invitation via the app.
Depending on your visitor class, you are governed by
different visa guidelines
Must declare all names
All immigration checkpoints shall ask all incoming
persons to list all names they have used and all nations
that they have been a citizen of and to declare under
penalty of perjury that this is a complete list.
The slaves of Islam

These will all be charming model citizens for the rest of
their lives. All of them will consider this to be a key part of
their new struggle, a struggle plan that everyone can see
will actually work and bring the ancient struggle to a
genuine conclusion
Global citizens
I think the Main-Senators and Over-Senators of all
nations should be allowed to visit all nations without a
visa. Also, it is sort of irresponsible if they come from a
poor nation and they leave after becoming a MainSenator. This is not supposed to happen
No illegals = no more housing bubble
It's not a concentration camp
if you can leave and go back.
The lesson of Athens and Spart
Look at where Athens is. It is just outside the "border" of
the Peloponnese and Sparta. So this city fed on the
prosperity of Sparta until it outgrew Sparta and ultimately
dominated Sparta. Now look at the unsafe border towns
of the US Mexico border.

Mexico entry permits
Perhaps we have a temporary system where people
driving in from Mexico who are not US citizens must go to
entry.state.gov and enter their data, their passenger's
data, and their vehicle's data. Then they must pay the
current entry fee. Then they are given a bar-code/QRcode PDF that they can print or display on a screen. Then
they show this to the agent upon crossing. Cars and
trucks are charged at a higher rate because they take
more time to inspect. Also, with this system, we can tax
entries with money and easily phase out most border
crossings.
Illegal immigration must be stopped
1/ It is necessary for the achievement of a world-wide eutropia that we gure out how to optimally run a developed
economy. The thing is we can't do this with hoards of
illegals ooding in to take advantage of the free handouts
2/ We reward hard work worldwide by rewarding it in our
immigration policy. Let's only let hard working people
come and work.
We can easily secure the border.
Two 8-ft tilt-up concrete walls and a mine eld in between
will do that. But can we do it a better way

.
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The cost of US border forces
There are currently about 17,000 people working to
secure the US/Mexico border. If we build a wall and can

cut 12,000 of them (@$70,000/year each fully burdened
with management costs, of ces, vehicles, etc.), This
comes to $900-million per year for 3,145km. This is
$286,000 per kilometer, or $286 per lineal meter of border
each year that we are paying each year mostly because
we don't have a wall. And not only that, but our border
patrol system is clearly not effective
The advantages of buffer zones
1/ Jump drones are harder to use
2/ No “tunneled” goods
3/ They have to carry the ladder to the second wall
Mexico border crossings
1/ It shall be the of cial policy of the US government to
phase out all the communities in Mexico directly on the
US border. This shall be accomplished by
a/ Expensive crossing fees
b/ Dialing down and deleting the water we supply to these
communities
c/ Requiring that people check in at a station 200-km
outside the US before entering the US by land from
Mexico
2/ The immediate plan is to consolidate border crossings
to nine points at: San Yisidro, Otay, Tecate, Mexicali,
Yuma, Nogales, El Paso, Laredo, and McAllen. The other
crossings like Del Rio shall be closed. The immediate
plan also includes fees and long wait times that make
commuting impossible.
3/ The eventual plan is to phase-out trans border
automobile traf c and to push all freight into 5 truck/train
crossings near Nogales, El Paso, Laredo, Mc Allen, and
Matamoros.
4/ Eventually the border will be closed to pedestrians and
automobile traf c. Then everyone will either be required
to y or take the train to and from and from Mexico. And if
they are entering or leaving the US, that must be from a
point in Mexico that is more than 200-kem from the
border like how Chihuahua, Hermosillo, and Monterrey
are this distance away
US-side maquiladora zone
The initial US-side border Maquiladora areas will go in
two locations near McAllen and El Paso
1/ McAllen maquiladora zone: The southern parts of
Texas, south Falcon state park (on Lago Falcon). There
will be only two roads connecting this area with the north:
US Hwy. 77 and US Hwy 281. Thus there are only two
border crossings and two access points. The area
between Falfurrias TX and Linn TX is 41 miles, and this
shall become a restricted area with all roads moving
roughly east/west and connecting to the two very-wellsecured highways, and all the existing north/south roads
(paved or dirt) will be made inaccessible to vehicles by
means of road-crossing trenches every ~1,000' and
several east/west fences

2/ El Paso maquiladora zone: The second US-side
maquiladora zone will be all portions of Texas west of Fort
Hancock Texas. This second zone will also include all
portions of New Mexico state that are east of Fox peak
and south of Texas' northern border at El Paso. Also,
where the El Paso maquiladora zone is adjacent to the
state of New Mexico, the southern 7-miles of New Mexico
shall be included.
A safe maquiladora zone
Because of the US immigration and customs checkpoints
on both sides, and advance notice shipping manifests,
the border maquiladora zone will be quite safe. There
will be tracking devices on all vehicles entering this area.
All the workers will likewise be reqired to carry a trackphone at all times.
Parallel roads near the border
The vehicle access to the border zone should be via
roads that are roughly parallel to the border. There are
few roads perpendicular to the border with checkpoints
that feed these border-parallel roads. This design give the
border guards the ability to access the entire border zone
quickly, but slows down people trying to get away from
the border
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The border maze
1/ Which would you rather do? Walk 125m to the end of a
fence and 125m back, or climb an 8' (2.4m) chain link
fence with a couple sharp and oppy concertina wires on
top. Everyone just goes around. It isn't worth the risk,
and it also isn't really worth cutting the heavy gauge chain
link with alarm sensors. And these fences are cheap,
cheap cheap. And easy to repair. So let's have 250m long
segments of fence with 10m gaps, one after another
along the border. And let's layer these, offset, like courses
of bricks, one after another. So to get from one segment
to the next one must walk 250m. And let's position these
(6m) apart, so nobody can bridge the tops and so the eld
sensors will still work So in order to move 6m away from
the border, one must walk 125m laterally. To walk 60m
away from the border, one must walk 1.25km laterally. To
walk 600m away from the border, one must walk 12.5km
laterally. To walk 1.8km from the border one must walk
37.5km laterally.
2/ The compression of space-time in one dimension
makes the area much easier to monitor and respond to.
3/ Maybe we also break up the surface of the ground up
so it is hard to walk on
4/ We should probably have lots of bilingual signs up
telling people that there is triple jail time for entering
where there is damaged fence or holes are dug under the
fence

5/ At each end of each "maze" there is a much taller wall
that cannot be scaled without equipment that must be
carried through the maze.
6/ It is important to realize that that the most expensive
part of border protection is the people. Even the
expensive Trump wall pays itself back rapidly in terms of
ICE wages saved.
7/ There are two roads for border guards: one between
the Trump wall and the maze and the other road on the
inside the maze. These roads move parallel to the border
and give no bene t to illegals.
8/ The maze isn't hard to gure out, but time consuming
to get through
Fence mazes the easy way
Much like a temporary construction fece, they mount to a
round steel pipe driven or drilled/cemented into the
ground. This has a T-caps that are tack welded in place
after the panels are lowered. Also, the areas under the
fences might have irrigated cactus growing to deter
digging and sliding unde
El Centro California border protections
Between El Centro and Calexico there is about a 3-mile
zone where there is no building. Here we erect a border
wall and up to 16 fences between the elds Then the only
way in or out is via highway-111 and highway-7) south of
Highway-8,

Border areas that shall be ceded to Mexic
Or made into maquiladora zones
Border area
Percent hispanic
Calexico
98
Nogales
95
El Paso
85
Del rio
86
Eagle Pass
95
Laredo
96
Zapata
85
Starr county
96
Hidalgo county
92
Cameron count
90
Willacy count
88
The 40-mile border zone
There shall be a 10 to 40-mile-wide double border zone
with a double border along all portions of the Mexican
border except for two parts
1/ The exception in the east is where the 40-mile border
zone will be larger and include all portions south of
Bluntzer Tx (Corpus Christi)
2/ The exception in the west is where the the 50-mile
border zone will be smaller. In San Diego, the double
border zone will be the portions south of the Otay river
and Lower Otay lake. Then Otay Lakes road. Then Honey

Springs road. Then Lyon's Valley road. Then Japatul
Valley road. Then Highway 8 east.
A place for refugees
Maybe we should look at our border zone as another
pace to house refugees and put them to
ork. Maybe this wasteland is where America's highpaying, hard-working, work-and-leave foreign-worker
factory-towns go. Maybe we let people come here from
other parts of the world to work under contract, like
Singapore does
Unskilled worker programs
We share our ways most by sending people back. One
50-year worker shares little of America with his
countrymen. Ten 5-year guest workers will allow us to
touch so many more foreigners. And maybe the best is to
touch 50 times as many foreigners with 1-year guest
worker programs.
Just imagine a world where the people from the poorest
nations could participate in a worldwide guest worker
program, becoming cosmopolitain, and then going back
home and help develop their home land.
Mexico doesn't care about El Norte
The Mexicans regard their northern border rather like how
Americans regard Detroit. And the whole narco traf cking
thing, while good for the economy is, causing way too
many murders. And that is obviously a thing of the border.
So Mexico has problems with El Norte and mostly it
would welcome the imposition of solutions that would
work
Mexico is made of glas
in matters of border securit
All the US has to do is throttle either remittances or
border traf c. So whatever way the US wants to remake
the border and the relatively uninhabited desert parts of
northern Mexico, that is how it will be if the US truly
decides.
The long term US Mexico border plan
1/ Close the land border to traf c that is not rail based
2/ Only allow people to come into the US if they started
their trip more than 200 miles from the border
3/ Eliminate all the border towns
4/ Make sure that all Mexican roads within 200 miles of
the border run parallel to the border except for the feeder
roads which all have 24 hour roadblocks.
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A corrupt Supreme Court
The 14th amendment totally misconstrued
[The US Civil War ended in April-1865, and the 14th
amendment was passed in June-1866. Reading the 14th
amendment, one clearly sees a nation trying to force the

defeated South give full rights to the former slaves. This
was a hugely important thing for America, a thing that that
took over a century to actually get underway
The 14th Amendment is all about the wake of the Civil
War and only about the Civil War
Section 1: Makes the former slaves citizens
Section 2: Gives the vote to former slaves
Section 3: Bans rebels (Confederate people) from serving
in government
Section 4: Guarantees the Union debt and defaults on the
Confederate debt
Now Section 1 of the 14th amendment says:]
"All persons born or naturalized in the United States, and
subject to the jurisdiction thereof, are citizens of the
United States and of the State wherein they reside. No
State shall make or enforce any law which shall abridge
the privileges or immunities of citizens of the United
States; nor shall any State deprive any person of life,
liberty, or property, without due process of law; nor deny
to any person within its jurisdiction the equal protection of
the laws."
[So here is an amendment was totally about the end of
slavery, an amendment that had absolutely nothing to do
with the children of illegal immigrants.]
Slave talk = slave culture?
That "you-is", "i-is", "we-is" sort of black language was
how how slaves were taught English. It is a simpli ed
slave-speak that the owners used on their new African
slaves that spoke various languages on arrival. After
emancipation, the slave language remained and slave
culture remained among many. And it remains today still,
as "black speak" in its various mutations. Here I would
suggest are cultural and mental pathways of slavery and
resistance to domination. So, I ask: Is this a heritage that
should be preserved, or is it a heritage that should be
extensively altered
Slave talk
Evil spirits can be killed by mirrors and the look-atyourself, self-awareness they imply. Another way to kill an
evil spirit is to call it by its true name. This is another way
to impart look-at-yourself, self-awareness. So maybe we
should use the term "Slave talk" instead of black talk
BRV = Black resistance virus
The African-American slaves didn't even have to tell each
other to resist their owners. And after that, when they
were "free", but poor and heavily discriminated-against,
they naturally resisted the dominant culture and "the
man". You need to put this aside now, it is getting in the
way of your equality.
No black only colleges
These schools are totally racist and segregationist and
should be ended. There can be female-only schools, but
there shall be no male-only schools, and no schools that

Stop the hate
Your slave ancestors unquestionably suffered a great
injustice, all of them. But no more hate. Let it go
You don't get to hate back
If you want to liberate your people you just ask the
question: "What would Gandhi do?" Would Gandhi hate
back?
What sliver of equality are you trying
to wring out of the system now

Social security fraud for illegals
When illegals workers use another person's ID to get
around the government's controls on illegal workers they
should go to work camp for immigration fraud and illegal
immigration.
Remittances
1/ None of these companies may accept US funds from
accounts not tied to social security or whatever national
worker ID number we will use
2/ All remittances are subject to withholding while the tax
of ce veri es the sender's information
Sex, Babies, Porn

The slave spirit can never be reformed
It will only die when it is forgotten. Just abandon it. That is
the best course.
Giving money to other nations
Never give money to tyrannies or avowed enemies as it
strengthens them and weakens us
Clari cation on Illegal immigrant injuries
The injured workers get as much as they would back
home. If this is nothing, then they they receive nothing.
Also, to dis-incentivize hiring illegals because the payouts
are less, the Employer pays as much as he would for a
legal worker and government keeps the difference.

What do we owe them?
The migrant tax cheats… We don’t owe them anything
Converting illegal workers to legal workers
Let’s say that 30 million out of our nation's 330 million
people are illegals. That is 10%. And certainly these
people are low wage people. And some do pay taxes. But
maybe they are costing the US 5% in cheated taxes, and
maybe they are costing the US 5% in wrongly paid
bene ts to foreigners.
Now this one thing isn't going to solve all our budgetary
problems. But it will improve our government budget
situation substantially if these numbers are correct.
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Great pro ts from this Immigration trade
Sell: Non-tax paying, unskilled, under-class illegals with
no background checks that stay and breed a permanent
underclass ruining the land of the free
Buy: Tax-paying temporary semi-skilled and skilled
workers with thorough background checks that go home
and spread our American ways. Also, the government
allows say 10% of these to stay longer than say 2-years
as path-to-citizenship workers if they nd employer
sponsorship (this can be different employers) for another
8-years.

fi

 


are restricted to one race. I mean, just imagine if there
were white-only colleges again

Childre
How to have 3-to-4 only-children
The mother has #1 at ~18, #2 at ~27, and #3 at ~36. Or
perhaps it is #1 at ~20, #2 at ~29, and #3 at ~37. This is
how to breed a society right. To my mind, the father
aspect is much less important to the kid than the singleminded focus of the mother.
More babies, less romance
Let's pull all the Cinderella media like we pull all the Dear
Wendy media from circulation. And it is not that society
wants to say "go home with prince charming the night you
meet him". It is just that nobody has any right to say
things to young people about this subject. But out. And
keep your dysgenic kids propaganda to yourself.
Is this life the end of it for you
Or will you have children and live on as a line
If one child isn’t enough
Good. Then the right to have more than one child was a
valuable thing and perhaps a thing that will motivate
women to get an education or make it into the Senate or
to achieve Ubiq status.
Breeding propaganda doesn’t work on the mindless
There is a large part of the population that is incapable of
controlling reproduction. Whatever propaganda you run, it
will only work on people capable of thought. It will not
work on the idiocracy people. So all the anti-breeding
matrix propaganda only plays on the better elements of
mankind.
Stop starving the female
What a thing it is that we have this world in del culture
where all the “model women” in the media, the ones
portrayed as attractive all have bodies that are thinner
than 90% of women. This has the effect of
1/ Making all the women err on the side of not eating and
all become less fertile as a result

2/ Many women don’t want to reproduce because it will
ruin their gure
3/ Many women feel terrible about their bodies and are
too ashamed to get intimate
4/ All of this only really works well on the smarter women
The morality of cloning
1/ I will not say that cloning people is immoral and should
be stopped
2/ I do think it is immoral to clone people for post birth
tissue harvesting. However I nd no problem with either
growing an organ in a lab, or in a livestock animal that
must be killed to harvest the organ.
3/ Cloning is new and there are many gray areas due to
insuf cient information
4/ Cloning males offers no genetic advantage to the
species.
Sex has no place
1/ Society and government should be 1,000 times more
concerned with having smart babies than sex. Having
smart babies is critically important to the future of a
society, sex will be quickly forgotten
2/ The legal sexual activities of your leaders are
meaningless. Even their gray area transgressions are
meaningless and should be off limits to prying eyes.
3/ Free speech does not include the right to stand up and
talk about sex with people who don't want to listen to you
talk about sex.
Sex vs. kids
Temporary pleasures vs. eternity
The females we should really listen to
They are the ones that are complaining about being
married off against their wishes. These are the women
that society should have the keenest ear for. This is vastly
more enduring than crime of groping
How old is old enough
Today, it is legal for a 16-year old boy to begin taking
hormones because he is in his mind female rather than
male. So why is it not legal to harvest a female's super
strong and super numerous eggs when she is 16? Why
must she wait until she is 18? What if she identi es as
having many offspring. Why isn't it allowed for her to start
living her sexual identity at 16 as well? What if she wants
to sell her 16-year old fresh eggs which are highly in
demand because she is one of the 5% most progressive
girls academically. Do we let her sell her eggs? Do we let
her keep the money? What if the girl is already married
and with a child

.
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Sex in the Cit
All the media glamor of the single life, all the fashion and
standing out, all the make up and lipstick and irting. All of
that is fostered by the enemies of freedom to make the

land of the free easier to subjugate and extract money
from. None of it is real. It is all the de•ex•pull trying to
make money harming in dels.
Sexual morality
1/ It has nothing to do with god, except the part where
women pick the best men to reproduce with
2/ Fake notions of sexual morality distract us from the
other real aspects of morality
S•odom and Gamorah
S•hod•an = Not•road•rebirt
G•an•ora = Big•rebirth•mout
One daughter augurs towards idiocracy, the other augurs
towards the elevation of mankind. Soddom is the
idiocracy girl. She as she pleases with HER life, following
her emotions and living for her life alone. Gamora, the
“good” daughter thinks about her future and the future of
her line.
So this valuable eugenic meme, this bit of useful advice
was in the original good book, but all we have in the Bible
today is a bunch of junk that more than anything else
hides the nature of this story. We are told that Soddom
and Gamorah are towns where pervy events took place.
Totally rei ed over and over again in the media. And why
should we think this from the text? Then we have this
incest porn which seems to be hiding something about
two daughters. And how did this chapter get so much
longer than the rest if not by extra text added later.
And perhaps more important than the rest, I say: behold
how much your word of god has been garbled and
adulterated by the de•ex•pull spirit of the world. And
behold what is your word of god, but the world’s dirtiest
secret
Reducing child abduction
1/ What if we said that all kids had to be registered and
that it was a misdemeanor to house an unregistered
minor under age 16 that is even visiting overnight
2/ What if neighbors could go to kids.gov and look up
their address and see the ages of the kids in their
neighborhood or on their oor. Then it will be much harder
to hide abducted kids.
3/ If we issued family ID cards for each kid, with photos of
parents and guardians. Maybe we require these to check
into a hotel. Also during traf c stops the of cers may
verify that the kids are authorized. Surely over 95% of
parents will welcome this, and see the value of this.
Preventing international abductions
Each person leaving the nation and old enough to answer
questions shall be required to appear by themself before
an immigration of cial, where they will have two side by
side buttons on the left is the button that says: "I want to

leave the nation" and on the right is another button which
says "I do not want to leave the US, please help me”
Kid phone
The Senate shall develop kid phones for kids. This is their
education and social media platform, and it allows the
parents to interrupt and shut down except during class
time, when the teacher can do this. It has all these
interesting feeds pre-programmed into it.
ID cards for kids
Kids will all have ID cards on their phones, their picture,
and bothparents listed on the ID card, as well as other
people authorized to pick up. There is also a system for
temporary authorizations. This includes school
enrollments, eld trip authorizations, international travel
authorizations. For all international travel, both parents
must agree and access their accounts and authorize the
travel. This unless they are both present when the minor
is leaving the nation
Cloth diapers should be prohibited
as unsanitary and a public nuisanc
Diaper recycling
Moisture absorbent material + fertilizer mixed into soil and
aged for say a year or two. This is perhaps a particular
type of amending soil produced by township utility plants.
The diapers gets shredded into 4mm ribbons that help
keep the soil together.
In all polygamous marriages where one man marries
multiple women, the women shall be considered divorced
upon ling a signed certi cate of divorce with the
recorder. Likewise in all polygamous marriages where
one woman marries multiple men, the men shall be
considered immediately divorced upon ling a signed
certi cate of divorce with the recorder. Where there are
both multiple men and multiple women in a marriage,
both men and women shall have this right of immediate
divorce. In all such cases of immediate divorce, the
departing spouse keeps only their separate accounts,
clothing, and other personal property (personal property
not brought and shared with the communal house). Also,
if the departing souses is female, she of course gets sole
custody of her children, with typical visitation rights for the
genetic father only. This is intended to apply worldwide
Wedding day myth
Women should not wrap their identity around this day.
Your children should matter more than your partner and
your relationship with him
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Wedding dresses
It is crazy that there are all these fancy dresses out there
that are worn once and never again, but saved forever

Of stick-carrying protohumans & sexis
Well over 90% of human evolution (since the dawn of the
stick carrier instinct) was in this reality where the males
went out with their sticks and drove predators off their
prey. Then later they built chutes and set up ambushes,
and later used spears. And at the same time, the females
stayed back and had babies with the males that brought
home the meat (the bacon=say•con). Where females
went out hunting, these lines tended not to survive as well
as the other lines. And where the males stayed back, they
probably lacked meat to trade for sex and their lines died
out. So we have this dimorphic species where the males
have large T-shaped bodies with long muscular arms for
wielding sticks and clubs. Meanwhile the females are
generally much smaller and have much much smaller
arms and shoulders. They are most legs hips & belly.
Clearly, our males are specialized for wielding sticks, and
our females are specialized for reproduction. Also clearly,
females are in general much less able to ght than males.
They also seem under-equipped in tactical ways judging
from chess abilities.
Women as leader
I worship timocracy (rule by merit) and the truth. So when
I see how only 37 of 1721 chess grandmasters are
women (2.1%), that is a data point to me — and a very
compelling one. And it says two things: That most of our
true leaders are going to be men, and a few women are
going to make it among the top thinkers of the world.
We must assume that the "Grandmaster rate" is probably
an accurate ratio for tactical and military leadership, and
perhaps for engineering and for similar male dominated
activities. Outside of this type of eld/subject, the
imbalance will certainly not be so great. However it will
still be great in these elds
Women leading your military
This is unwise given that only 2% of chess grandmasters
are females
New-feminism
1/ Females have equal rights under the law
2/ Females have an equal right to own property and no
female shall belong to anyone else
3/ Females have the right to vote
4/ Females shall be treated equally at school
5/ Females have the right to equal treatment at work
where they are actually equal
6/ All females are free to choose a Senate sire
7/ Females are free to manage their own pregnancies as
they see t until their unborn child is viable outside their
body at around the third trimester. After this, there must
be a reasonable medical reason to abort the pregnancy
such as anoxia, early labor or a health risk to the mother
or child

8/ A conforming number of children will supported by the
public dole so females can be free to choose a mate
without concern for economic support
9/ Females can take a reasonable amount of time off
work to have children. This should be seen as one of the
most important aspects of a nation being rich. This right
however is not the right to return to the exact same job,
but the right to return to another equal job, and to have a
legitimate long-term leave from work
10/ Neo-feminism is primarily for reproductive women,
and not about lesbianism or transsexualism.
Gender pay equality
I don't believe in it. Women are physically weaker, and
where they must use their minds, they tend to be
somewhat disabled with regard to math, engineering, and
permutational/ tactical thinking of the sort used in chess.
They also tend to have shorter careers because they tend
to have children and put their careers on hold.
Sexual consent and rape
Sex offenders
Group 1: Inappropriate touching, groping and non-violent
date rapists
Group 2: Violent rapists people with violent sex
convictions
Group 3: Child molesters
Unless they are repeat offenders, there should be no
noti cation requirements for the rst group. These may
also not be required to live in an isolated community as
the other groups
Touching your kid's friends
Step-kids, girlfriend's kids, whatever. If the person is
under 21, then the parent role person is not supposed to
touch the kid ever, in any way. The same with teachers.
They are never supposed to touch the kids unless it is to
break up a ght between kids, or to keep the kids from
harming themselves.
A gradation for sex crimes
I just read about the Perilloux case where a judge was
sentenced to 14 years in prison for giving two of his
daughter's 14-year old friends unwanted back rubs, and
rubbing sunscreen on the back of another of her friends.
This penalty is excessive. This man should lose his
judgeship and maybe do some community service. That
is enough
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Gang rape or consensual sex?
When multiple people take turns or simultaneously have
sex with one person who is not a registered prostitute, or
advertised swinger, consent must be explicit, and the
burden of proof shall be on the gang to provide proof of
consent if accused. To prevent issues of coerced consent,
the consent must be at least 48 hours in advance. Very

convincing sober-looking AV statements will work too, but
these are perhaps subject to claims of coercion if they are
not totally believable. Without explicit consent, the gang
will be totally at the mercy of the person they all had sex
with to not claim gang rape.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7MFJ7ie_yGU
Baby its cold outside lm 194
1/ Certainly this behavior was not considered assault or
rape in vastly more prudish 1949 America. Now people
are asking if this is criminal behavior given the #Metoo
climate
2/ Is Ricardo Montalban using force? He is certainly
holding the woman 10 times at 0:29, 0:33, 0:35, 1:18,
1:32, 1:37, 1:41, 1:54, 2:22, and 2:26. But he is gently
holding her, and he is not using his superior male strength
to restrain her. In fact, she is able to easily get away
every time
3/ This behavior was a part of the courtship in the lm,
because the woman eventually stopped objecting.
4/ In this lm, no did not mean no, and the woman
eventually gave in.
5/ If we look at the animal kingdom (pigeons, dogs, cats,
etc.) no often mean try again, as we see here. In fact this
clip is quite reminiscent of the way pigeons mate.
6/ In many mating situations, no does not always mean
no
7/ To my mind, this clip is valuable because it is pretty
close to the edge, but it is de nitely not sexual assault for
people who willingly went to a private place together
8/ When did society change the rules? What notice did it
give that the rules have changed? What are the new rules
exactly
9/ Someone should make a show where there are a few
3-minute examples of what is de nitely sexual assault,
and a few 3-minute examples of what is de nitely not
sexual assault
10/ When does aggressive begging become robbery
under threat of force? Where do we draw the line?
Where do we draw the line with regard to persuing for sex
vs. sexual assault.
11/ "Say what's in this drink" is sarcastic, and a reference
to liquor (of course) being added to the soda or canned
juice. It was not about date rape drugs. It was about an
already-interested seldom-drinker given a 2X-4X drink in
a tall glass of juice.
12/ Her lines: "well, maybe a half a drink more" and
"maybe just a cigarette more" do not t with assault. In
fact, it says that all the prior behavior was acceptable to
her and not over the line.
A presumption of sex traf cking
1/ Being found in possession of the travel documents of
multiple unrelated young women in certain contexts
should be enough to convict for sex traf cking.
2/ There should be a presumption of sex traf cking when
prostitutes work in brothels and no presumption when

they work outside in an apparently free environment with
no taxi or tout intervention. Also there should be severe
penalties for brothels customers, but no penalty for
customers of prostitutes with government licenses
working in secured markets
Breakfast at Tiffanies
It is a euphemism for prostitution
Licensing prostitutes shuts-down sex traf cking. It
also shuts down husbands visiting prostitutes
because their wives will be able to see this on thier
husband’s record if they check
Taxi ma as and sex traf cking
Don't they support virtual brothels
Massage businesse
All massage businesses must
1/ Be in a shared room of over 100-sqm.
2/ Have glass on at least one side in plain view of a public
area, and with no window coverings or screens or
curtains of any sort between the outside and the massage
areas
3/ There may be no toilets or hidden areas inside a
massage establishment. All toilets must be outside of the
establishment.
4/ The outside area must have a base level of foot traf c
to keep the massage place honest.
5/ If these conditions are not met, the location should be
considered a brothel under the law.
6/ No massage place may touch the bikini area or
genitals.
7/ Legitimate massage is therapeutic and should not be
discouraged by society
8/ Recorder video is required inside all massage
businesses
Booty girls
The sex partners of criminals that receive any booty and
know that their benefactor boyfriend is a criminal... These
are seen as both receiving stolen merchandise and being
an unregistered prostitute catering to criminals
Pornograph
Porn categories
level-1 porn: no clear picture of the genitals or bikini
area other than public hair. Hair pieces will be common,
particularly among the men.
level-2 porn: nude people solo with nobody else and no
other people or touching genitals.
level-3 porn: heterosexual sex involving no more than
two people, both documented to be over age 21. There is
no contact with the anus in this category.
level-4porn: all other legal porn

level-5porn: illegal subject matter such as rape,
bondage, violence, coercion, sex with animals, incest,
etc
2/ To reduce exploitation, Government shall certify
pornography as It shall be a crime to distribute
unregistered porn. Registered porn will never get the
possessor into trouble with the law, but unregistered porn
might
Registered por
1/ Some people want to be porn stars and want others
want to look at them. Who are we to say that they can not
not do this
2/ All porn actors must be licensed by a recorder's of ce.
They must go alone and verify identity, age and that they
have completed the online porn licensing course. They
also have to have a prostitutes license which requires
1,000 hours of legitimate work. Then the recorder's of ce
issues a license.
3/ All actors must go alone to a recorder's of ce and sign
off that they allow their sexual images to be published
freely. They must also provide a urine sample that tests
negative for opiates, cocaine and methamphetamine.
4/ All registered porn must be reviewed and assigned a
level
5/ There will be registered porn which is completely safe
under the law, and unregistered porn which is not safe
and most people will not go near. This includes including
secret recordings, private pictures, celebrity fakes, grabs
of single-view sexts, violence, and last but not least
underage subjects. So we can't eliminate these problems,
but we can greatly marginalize them, and reduce them if
we run the distribution system.
6/ Unregistered porn shared between the parties involved
in the lming shall be exempt from porn registration
7/ Fictional citizens and server farms may not display or
permit the display of unregistered porn.
Sending porn to other
This is allowed if the other person requests it. It can be
the crime of public exposure if it was not asked for, and
especially if the intent was to shock. Nude pictures sent
voluntarily to one person have no protections under the
law if subsequently shared. The sharer may be
Gays
The Gay pride ag
This should also be considered the ag of abused
freedom, the ag of false "Greek love" to help dissolve
in del society. This is the ag of the the homos of ancient
Greece and Rome, part of the reason these free
civilizations failed. That is what the Gay pride ag is
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Straight males matter more

It is curious the way the media presents it as ne to be
promiscuous and homo, but if you are promiscuous and
hetero, that is something sort of exploitive or shameful, or
perverted, or bad. This is the opposite of the way the
world should work. Men with many children should be
considered the richest and the most venir•rated
Homos and the next generation
To the extent they are a total homo, their line will die out.
This is why Homosexuality should never be encouraged
by society. It can be tolerated, but it shall never be
encouraged in any way
Boys are not born homo
This assertion is proven by how gay men tend to be
better looking by birth. Clearly the better looking ones are
getting picked (interesting word intersection here) by
males who are hungrier for sex than females. They can
go either way, but they get rst-experienced by a male
and then go that way for life. Perhaps society should say
that whatever the sexual orientation you think you are,
your rst experience should be with someone of the
opposite sex, and that you are just making yourself gay
and miserable to have your rst sex with someone of the
same sex
Queer de ned
It is the funniest thing the way there is the Q in LGBTQ
and nobody knows exactly what queer means. Well, once
upon a time there were tarts, which were excessively irty
women. Excessively irty men were called queers. This is
someone that is excessively and offensively friendly in a
homosexual way. It sort of has a very pungent smell like
spoiled food. To me, there is no right of homos to get in
other people’s faces with their life choices. Also there is
no right to trick people and make other people
uncomfortable by dressing as a person of the other sex.
So I think that this group should go back to being LGB
and no longer use LGBTQ.
Pervology
Pervology is a much truer and more accurate name for
gender studies — a eld which is concerned with little
more than elevating society corroding perversions, and
lling young people's minds with worthless garbage
programming that will weaken our proposition of freedom.
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gay = promiscuousnes
If we tolerate gay men, we tolerate very promiscuous sex,
because that is a big part of what being gay is about
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Sexual freedom for hereto males leads to the better
males having more kids. Thus the next generation is
better. Sexual freedom for homo males takes the better
males out of circulation and these tend to have fewer
kids. Thus the next generation is worse.

Not pro-gay
Gays will be free to live their lives, but
1/ Government and all the nation's ctional citizens shall
be prohibited from doing anything that fosters or
normalizes homosexuality in any way, particularly with
people under age 21.
2/ There can be no pro-gay political organizations or
advertising
3/ Homosexuality is something tolerated by government,
and something protected by the criminal law system.
However, there is no right to be openly gay in front of
children
Gay pride
What a manipulative matrix term this is. It is actually
doublespeak about gay shame.
Thumbs-men
They are brought to power because the people bringing
them up all have dossiers of pre-dirt on them.
Warren Hurst, State congressman 2019
"We got a queer runnin for president
Transexual
CNN.com 2019.12.20
"Trans people are facing huge levels of abuse and
discrimination with one in eight having been attacked
while at work in the last year." [It’s dangerous work
because the transexuals are “tricking” males and having
sex with them for money as if they were a female
prostitute. The victim males quite often become enraged
when they discover that the person they had sex with was
actually another male altered to look like a female.
Madeleine Kearns on men using women's bathrooms
"While some men presenting as women are benign and
sincere, others are malign and predatorial.” [All ladyboys
seem malign and predatorial to me. They spend their
lives “tricking” men for money.]
What time of the day transexual go out
In Thailand, ladyboys are most common between
midnight and 5am. In fact, as the normal population falls
in the wee hours, the ladyboy population rises. So the
ladyboys are hundreds of times more common after
midnight. Ask people. Everyone will say the same thing. It
is because their chances of nding a drunk victim are
highest at this time. And I think this one fact cries about
the true predatory nature of ladyboys
Transexuals and disease
Which group has the highest STD rates
1/ Heterosexual men
2/ Homosexual men
3/ Transexuals

We really should be producing statistics for both male and
female homosexuals and for both sorts of transexual. I
bet the percentage of fake-female transexuals that are
STD+ will be shocking.
Fake female/ fake male
These is the most truthful names for transexuals
Worse than priests
I bet Ishtar's transexuals are even more effective at
turning in del men into homos than priests
Public onanism
Everyone accepts that the right of society to be free of
public wankers is obviously more important than the right
of the wanker to express and live his sexual fantasy in
public. I argue that this same line of thinking also applies
with other forms of public onanism — like solicitous
prostitutes, amboyant (solicitous) homosexuals, and
trans-genders. These people should be relatively free to
live their sexual fantasies in private. But when they accost
strangers in public with their onanistic sexual fantasies,
and when they expose other people's children to their
onanistic sexual fantasies: This should be viewed as a
sort of public wanking. Also, these sort of onanistic
fantasies should not be protected either in the workplace,
or in the housing market.
Ladyboys
Who are we to judge a male and call him a freak if he
inverts his penis and pretends to be a female? And
certainly we must all participate in this person's delusion
or we are horrible judgmental narrow minded hillbillies.
Rubbish
Transexuals and classi cation
If the person ever had a penis, they shall always be
considered a male for the purposes of
1/ Shared toilets
2/ Shared changing rooms
3/ Government identity recording and property ownership
4/ Sports
5/ Academic applications
6/ Marriages. In other words, if they marry, it must be
considered same sex with one partner noted as a fakefemale or fake-male transexual.
Women can use men's bathrooms
Women should be free to use the stalls in the men's
bathrooms if there is a line for the woman's and no line for
the men's. They should also be allowed to stand in the
men's line to use the mens room if the line is shorter.
When there is a long line for the men's bathroom and
nobody is using the women's, the men can use the
women's bathroom provided there are no women inside
and someone by the door to alert any arriving women

which shall have priority as soon as the men then using
the woman's bathroom leave.
No rule of equal sized bathrooms
There should be no rule that the bathroom sizes must be
equal in all cases. In many male dominated places, the
women's areas can be much smaller than the mens due
to simple workforce demographics. In other female
dominated places, the men's areas can be much smaller
than the mens due to simple workforce demographics.
Media
Pat Sajak
“One of the (many) odd conceits of celebrityhood is the
notion that the ability to sing or tell jokes or portray other
characters somehow quali es one to tell others how to
vote.”
Thought crime = you're not with us, are you
The Senjinkun of Imperial Japan
should be required reading
All over the world, high-school kids should have to study
this document multiple times, so they know about war
propaganda
Nanny state
This is the name of the entity that sponsors all the antidrug, anti-alcohol, anti-tobacco, and anti-whatever stuff
that people must watch to get their stuff.
George Orwell, 1984
“The party could thrust its hand into the past
and say of this or that event, it never happened.”
There should be a stricter de nition of the truth with
regard to paid communications.
Your opinions?
Everyone thinks: "I am the master of my opinions". It is
just that so few actually are
More altruism, less egoism
If we dial up the audio knob on both recognized egoism
and altruism, it will help lean the boat. Also remember you
don’t want to eliminate egoism totally, you only want less
of it. If you have too little egoism, it makes society feel
sti ing
The purpose of Q&A
It supposedly exists to improve communication. However,
when journalists put people on the spot in front of a
camera with dif cult questions and play gotcha
journalism, that doesn’t improve communication. That just
raises the power of corporate journalism
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Ad homenim = against his (good) nam

No talk about the
personal lives of leader
This should be something that is off limits because on
one hand it is so easy to make things up, and on the
other hand this gives so much power to the media and to
rumor mills. So to the maximum extent practical, we must
try to make the private and family lives of our leaders off
limits for the media. In fact, maybe it should be
considered sort of an extension of the prohibition on court
prosecutions of sitting leaders to talk about any crimes
that are supposed to have happened before they were
elected. Maybe all Senators get automatic time out for all
pre-election accusations and claims from their election
until maybe 6-months after they leave of ce.
The lives of your leaders
It is probably best to presume that it is an outside force
struggling against people it does not like. Just look at how
the private life of Eliot Spitzer was blown-up just days
after he was rst discussed as a presidential candidate.
This was dirt that someone was holding on him
Claques and caned laughs
Rudi Giuliani's Michigan senate ways and means
committee audience from 2020.12.03 is what a claque
sounds like. This is a serious problem for democracies
and public speakers. People should be free to shout their
heads off if they are out of ear shot, or before or after.
But when they interrupt public speaking, they should do
time for heckle-hacking. Maybe, depending on the length
of the interruption and the number of people present, the
heckle-hackers will have to spend 1-12 months in work
camp for the rst offense
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Ad Hominem
If you can't attack the ideas, attack the ma
If you can't attack the ideas, attack the ma
If you can't attack the ideas, attack the ma
This is where people don't attack the policy, but instead
attack the man associated with the policy. And they
smear him with anything they can nd or make up. This is
how people get rid of ideas they don't like. This is one of
the most important lessons we can teach kids about
democracy, to recognize all the many forms of Ad
Hominem attack and not only to ignore them, but also
begin to ignore the people and news outlets spreading
them. It should be considered one of the hallmarks of a
biased press that it launches ad hominem attacks on
people.
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If you can’t attack a man’s ideas,
attack the man himself.
For the bene t of future generations, we should keep
people’s legal private lives out of the media. People
should consider gossip as a thing that is embarrassing to
listen to.

We should have these words on our school hallway
posters. This is so we can have a smarter electorate in
our democracy. And we should repeatedly teach kids to
recognize all the types of ad hominem attack
The real sexual freedom
Few of us care one bit who our coworkers or the people
living down the street have sex with. Most people gure
that as long as it is consenting adults, it is none of our
business.
1/ The world would work much better if we all stopped
thinking and talking about who other people have sex
with, particularly our leaders
2/ This is keeping good people from elected of ce and
reducing the pool of government people
3/ This gives corrupters a way to drive our leaders out of
of ce.
Biden ain’t
When Biden uses ain’t in the right way with black
people... that is a magic key someone else gave him. He
didn’t learn how to use this word himself talking to people.
He doesn’t really get it, he is just a puppet, like the other
actor
Award winning journalist
To my mind, there shouldn’t be any non-Senate awards
for news people. To my mind, the Pulitzer Prize, the
Nobel prize, the Oscars and all the rest are corrupt
mechanisms for helping Ishtar to gain control of peoples
minds

Fictional citizens and free speec
Free speech being a thing of real esh and blood people,
ctional citizens shall
1/ Be required by law to tell the truth, the whole truth and
nothing but the truth, and not in a sneaky, or deceptive
way
2/ Be prohibited from uttering any opinion, innuendo or
analysis of events. They may only report the facts
3/ Not hold discussions or round tables about politics or
economics. Such is the domain of the Senate
4/ Not have a stable of favorite experts
5/ Pay business-crippling toxic-waste nes for polluting
the public discourse if they have been convicted of
violating the free speech rights of genuine citizens.
No tax advantage for non-profits
What a foolish thing to subsidize charity across the board.
Many charities are dumb, or poorly run. Here is why I
think that all charities should pay the same taxes as
everyone else. However, all of government’s tax revenues
from charities should redistributed to other charities that
fit with our democracy’s priorities for non-profits.
Government may also give money to the most effective
charities, or take on their projects as a public effort.

Can we trust little brother?
We are deluding ourselves in thinking that we can trust
Facebook, Twitter, Google, Amazon, or Apple, any more
than we can trust our democracy
George Orwell
Just as George Orwell's ministry of truth was primarily
concerned with telling lies, nearly all political media is
propaganda trying to game our democracy. This includes
TV, Newspapers, magazines, websites, Facebook, Twitter
and your email in box.
Pedophiles in power
It’s not that they are pedophiles per se that is the real
problem. The real problem is that they are thumbs-men
and under someone's thumb and they will all do whatever
they are told by their masters
Discredited scientists
If you studied an aspect of science and that aspect of
science is later declared "fully discredited" by your
nation's Senate, then you will no longer be a real
scientist, but a discredited scientist
Political labeling
This is an important aspects of Democracy. We are wise
to give our loyalty to the Senate here. Anyone people can
create names, but if the Senate does not like them, it can
change them for our nation. For example instead of the
"Democratic People's Republic of Korea", we might call
this nation as "Fascist Korea", or “China's colony of
Korea”.
Scripted vs. unscripted medi
1/ When media is scripted, or has a high-budget, or has a
huge audience, or is corporate, or has a production team
we should err on the side of being unforgiving about
umbrageous remarks.
2/ When media is unscripted, or has a low budget, or has
a small audience, or is "garage-made", or has a tiny
production team, we should err on the side of being
forgiving about umbrageous remarks
3/ When people say outrageous remarks in off-the-cuff
"street" interviews, they should be allowed the greatest
freedom to say what is on their mind and suffer no harm
or negative commentary

.
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News caster rules
Those people discussing the news on video feed shall
not
1/ Color their hair or skin with dyes, bleaches, or makeup
2/ Wear any wig, hat, or hairpiece
4/ Speak with a foreign accent. This includes regional
accents from foreign nations that speak english.
5/ Cherry-pick shots, or statistics, or intentionally
exaggerate what they are reporting on

6/ When one can tell the position of a news caster, they
shall be subject to Senate stigmatization.
7/ News outlets and newsreaders who get repeatedly
stigmatized for bias in the news media may be required to
display that stigmatization at the start of all their media as
the Senate decides
Those with regional or ethnic accents may not read
the news. For example Josh Navarro on WROC
Un-biased news people
If the political leanings of a news person are ever
discernible from their reporting, they should be
stigmatized for this. The most important part of their job is
to be unbiased.
Conspiring to create a fake reality
You have the right to say what you want as an individual,
or as a small local group, but when you are a national
organization conspiring to delude the nation, that is
something else.
The right of free speech is for real people and not entities.
When large news entities are clearly biased and when
they tell intentional lies, their people can all be
stigmatized
Who may not call for resignation
1/ No ctional citizens or foreigners
2/ No senators as individuals
2 No news organization, or its workers
4/ No political party
https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=9aEPD_azG40
Look at Obama touch his nose at 17:50-18:1
ID veri cation in social media
To stop the Foreign troll farms working to game our
democracy, we need to ban anonymous comments
Max max max
Everything in our society seems turned up to the max
because there’s an arms race for
1/ Sweetness in beverages
2/ Saltiness in snacks
3/ Emotion and energy in arts
4/ Loudness in music and art
5/ Violence and sensation in media
What if we used public policy to dial downs the volume,
and set it at 3 instead of 12, (where the speakers cones
can’t keep up with the signal and thus distort
Bye bye mis American pie
Here we see America's peak marked by this well
broadcast song. Drugs and Athenian-style social
relaxation took over. Bye bye America. you have peaked
due to sex and drugs

Big media is 90% lies & uf
Social media is 90% trolls and bot
Stop the steady stream news crisi
It's bad for kids to grow up under this
Free press equip is not tracked
Anything even remotely having to do with printing and
sneaker-net and dissemination of information should
never be tracked
How is it that there is only one
republican news outlet?
We should not have media like “The Act
The thoughtlessness of music
It isn’t just the thoughtlessness of it, it is the process of
repeated thoughtlessness that dis-tracks our true
intellects. People should feel free to listen to music and
spend hours drinking and dining, if that oats your boat.
Feel free to have sex , and watch media and play video
games, Just don’t let these things take over your life, or
they will make you stupid

“Religion is...the opiate of the masses”
This top quote by Marx is a blid. It isn’t religion that is the
opiate, it’s the sacrament. The correct saying should be:
Religious sacraments often contained addictive opiates
and other drugs for the masses. And by the way, if you
nd blids, the author isn’t real. So Marx was not real. He
was a fake genius with a lame administrator-base sharing
system that was very easy for Ishtar to corrupt
King, Caesar, Lord, Duke, Shah
People with royal names should be excluded from
becoming leaders in the land of the free. If you want to go
into politics, you have to change your name so it contains
no reference to royalty or dynasty. Martin Luther King
shall now be MLK, and Caesar Chavez shall now be
known as Estrada Chavez.
Aggressive Maori Haka
These aggressive war chants should be considered a
thing of the overpopulation, endless war, and widespread
cannibalism that plagued the Maori and Fijian cultures.
This is war and hate energy ampli ed. And it sure looks
like Ishtar's handiwork, because it is not going in the
direction of the good god of peace and love, but straight
in the opposite direction of the evil ex-pull towards more
hatred and more ghting. If I had to nd examples of
George Orwell's 5-minute-hate, the Hakas would
de nitely be near the top of my list.

If our group mind will eventually become the mind of
god, what is advertising

To encourage exercis
1/ The Senate should offer a whole long list of action
videos that pump people up for exercise.
2/ Kids can’t use more than a short amount of media
unless they do their daily exercises in some form or other.
3/ Government provides free well-equipped gyms.
The wonderful world of dis•nee
The people behind the camera are free to work
continually. It is just the ones in front of it that society
needs to limit.
Search engines must favor principals Search engines
cant knowingly display third parties and middlemen ahead
of principals.
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Daphne Caruana Galizi
This was the journalist killed in Malta. She wa
1/ Seemingly an independent
2/ Was reporting on corruption
3/ Not selling out as judged by her murder
4/ A different breed from the journalists I see working for
the billion dollar US news media
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Performer contracts shall not be enforceable more
than 6-months from their signing.

The Statute of Liberty
The Statue of Liberty should probably be moved up a hill
and inland. Also, the fake immigration policy plaque has
to go
Frivolous fame & free speech
1/ The Senate may stigmatize athletes, actors, and
musicians that abuse their fame to sway the people in
matters of politics or policy.
2/ When serious news outlets amplify the remarks of
athletes, actors, and musicians, these outlets may be
reclassi ed as frivolous by the Senate
Elected as propaganda
At the start of each tract that the Sub-Senate elects as
propaganda we will see "PROPAGANDA>>>" and at the
end we see "<<<PROPAGANDA" And at the center of
each page that is considered entirely propaganda will
appear the word "PROPAGANDA".
Plato’s Republic is brilliant fool•sophy
It is fool’s wisdom, It is political and social propaganda
designed to make a government easy to parasitize. It isn’t
a real book

Missio, an awful band
This is a band with some rather socially corrosive lyrics. I
would recommend that the Senate stigmatize this band
and its members and af liates and require that its music/
videos only be streamed by those who are over age 18.
Furthermore I would put a warning that this media seems
designed to create violence and undermine our nation's
freedoms
Directories shall not:
Exclude, discriminate, charge for listing, or sell
preferential placemen
TV's ugly stepkid
That is what Net ix and YouTube are.
Anderson Cooper lecturing a Facebook person. The
pot calling the kettle black.
“You’re making money by being in the news business. If
you can’t do it well, shouldn’t you just get out of the news
business?... you are in this particular case spreading and
allowing the spread of a clearly false, doctored video.
Again, you’re in the news business. There’s a
responsibility that comes along with that. And this, this
isn’t even a question.”
Reservoir Dogs
This title is a blid. It exists to cover up a problematic term
for vicious two-legged human dogs on standby.

Anti-fascism
It’s like The Democratic People’s Republic of Korea, a
nation that’s neither democratic, a republic, nor for the
people. it’s the exact opposite of its name. Likewise anti
fascism is really just fascism called not-fascism
The road to Hitler
It doesn’t matter what the initial intentions are... even if
they are completely anti-fascist. Once people start hurting
candidates and free speech, the road invariably heads in
the direction of a fascist Hitler type
Media cut speed
Perhaps the various sorts of media should have a limit on
the cut rate to disadvantage emotional media. Perhaps
the fully EDU media has no limit on cut speed, the semiEDU media has a limit of 0.8 seconds and the non-EDU
media has a limit of 2 seconds per cut. Also, it would be
easy to slow down all the legacy media so it conforms

.
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The great Thanksgiving cover up
We remember the 4th of July perfectly well. How come
we don't remember the day that America adopted its 2nd
constitution, its current constitution? (November 26) Why

does this day lack even a speci c date now? Why is it
celebrated on the last Thursday in November? And why is
this important political date now celebrated as a sacred
family day, a sort of 2nd Christmas day, a day of family
that has nothing to do with our democracy? Does
someone want us not thinking about how the US has had
two constitutions? Also worth mentioning are
1/ How the Indians (the so-called Native Americans) had
this Christmas-like day of sharing and gift giving that was
on December 26 (or 25)
2/ How there is this whole confusing thing about
Christmas and Christmas eve (December 24/25) and how
this seems to have been invented to cover up the
December 25/26 problem with similar holidays between
cultures that are supposed to be separate.
3/ How easy it is to confuse the similar December 26
special day with the November 26 special day

George Washington'
Thanksgiving Proclamation 1789.10.03
"By the President of the United States of America.
[George Washington] a Proclamation. Whereas it is the
duty of all Nations to acknowledge the providence of
Almighty God, to obey his will, to be grateful for his
bene ts, and humbly to implore his protection and favor—
and whereas both Houses of Congress have by their joint
Committee requested me “to recommend to the People of
the United States a day of public thanksgiving and prayer
to be observed by acknowledging with grateful hearts the
many signal favors of Almighty God especially by
affording them an opportunity peaceably to establish a
form of government for their safety and happiness.
Now therefore I do recommend and assign Thursday the
26th day of November next to be devoted by the People
of these States to the service of that great and glorious
Being, who is the bene cent Author of all the good that
was, that is, or that will be—That we may then all unite in
rendering unto him our sincere and humble thanks—for
his kind care and protection of the People of this Country
previous to their becoming a Nation—for the signal and
manifold mercies, and the favorable interpositions of his
Providence which we experienced in the course and
conclusion of the late war—for the great degree of
tranquillity, union, and plenty, which we have since
enjoyed—for the peaceable and rational manner, in which
we have been enabled to establish constitutions of
government for our safety and happiness, and particularly
the national One now lately instituted—for the civil and
religious liberty with which we are blessed; and the
means we have of acquiring and diffusing useful
knowledge; and in general for all the great and various
favors which he hath been pleased to confer upon us
and also that we may then unite in most humbly offering
our prayers and supplications to the great Lord and Ruler
of Nations and beseech him to pardon our national and
other transgressions—to enable us all, whether in public

or private stations, to perform our several and relative
duties properly and punctually—to render our national
government a blessing to all the people, by constantly
being a Government of wise, just, and constitutional laws,
discreetly and faithfully executed and obeyed—to protect
and guide all Sovereigns and Nations (especially such as
have shewn kindness unto us) and to bless them with
good government, peace, and concord—To promote the
knowledge and practice of true religion and virtue, and
the encrease of science among them and us—and
generally to grant unto all Mankind such a degree of
temporal prosperity as he alone knows to be best. Given
under my hand at the City of New-York the third day of
October in the year of our Lord 1789
Go: Washington
Tech
Public Theft RFID recording
Maybe the recorder should support RFID tracking as an
anti-theft measure. It isn't hard to imagine nearly ALL
sidewalk cafes, playgrounds, community centers, and
schools widely taking advantage of this system for their
stuff — much to the bene t of everyone. And if burglaries
or bike thefts start going up, then people will have a smart
way to ght back, (for who can be sure they got ALL the
the passive password RFID chips from that electronic
device?). This is probably the cheapest way to cut down
on theft of goods in our cities. Because nobody will know
what is tracked and what is not.

County recorder manages signatures
It records signatures on contracts. It also perhaps
prohibits non-conforming clauses that are not in the preapproved clause library
Spying/ hacking is a felony
By this we mean spying in its broadest sense:
1/ Hidden cameras and listening devices
2/ Software hacks
3/ Selling undeclared data
4/ Excessive investigation of people.
5/ Using secret data to smear a leader.
6/ Posting the hacked or obtained private
communications about a leader
7/ Simply being a former member of a foreign nation's
leadership and going to work for the elite of our nation
without declaring your prior elite position to the state
department. Domestic spies get some years in prison.
However foreign spies get life or execution
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Hacking con dential inf
The counties manage our ID/ address/ signature/ nancial
information. Then they produces a unique single use rst
name + alphanumeric instead of the real customer data.

So the hotel and airline staff don't know you by name.
And the booking company doesn't know your real name
unless you give it to them.
Surveillance and ID veri cation wher
1/ The hallways and all main streets and commercial
areas all have overlap video recorded...backup buffered
by the recorder as a public utility paid by property taxes
2/ People have cameras by their units that may or may
not be publicly backup buffered
3/ The stations, their nearby streets, the trains, are all on
overlapping video.
4/ People can use location-trackers when they do
something dangerous
5/ The outer woods, the privacy booths, the changing
rooms, the public bathrooms and the private properties
may not be recorded by government without a court
order. These places shall also be checked by the local
government and kept free of private recording devices.
6/ Residential communities should not only be allowed to
verify ID for everyone entering the community, they
should also be able to rely on the recorder's of ce as
instant ID veri er
Vanity phone numbers
Those in the law and healthcare industry shall be
prohibited from using so called vanity numbers that are
easy to remember. Also, no phone number may
1/ End in 00
2/ Contain any digit that is repeated more that 3 times
sequentially
3/ Contain less than three different numerals not counting
the area code
China big brother phones
You can’t cover the screen of Huawei phone or the device
will not work. That is because it is a big brother device,
and it is cheap so everyone carries around a tele-screen
Mic switches
All voice devices must have physical switches on the
microphones
Software as a service by government
You’re free to use a private company, but the county
assessors of ce will offer a whole lot of nationally/
internationally ubiquitized software applications for free,
for your enterprise, or for your personal use. It will be a bit
like the Google suite, except that It will be much more
robust due to how government wants to foster business
by offering quality free software. Also, without the
imperative of generating higher fees, the upgrade cycles
for desktop software will run much slower. Then less time
and particularly less expensive techie time will be wasted
on software upgrades and IP payment compliance
Virtual meetings suite

1/ Whoever is doing this best gets ubiquitized and the
application is given away for free because it reduces the
need to build real world transportation infrastructure
which is 1-to-2 orders of magnitude more expensive than
servers and ber optic bandwidth
2/ Once this is up, we publish the code and give Ubiq
status to those who help the platforms
3/ We will do the same thing with many public software
packages.
The Internet CD
Computer Virus scanning
The county recorders should offer free virus scanning of
all emails. The recorder system then certi es the traf c as
clean
Sensitive research
This does not belong to any university. This is a thing of
the people and their military. Also, this is not a thing for
foreigners to participate in unless perhaps they are
extremely exceptional and from a dedicated democracy...
and they are contributing something that WE want, and
critically we make (spot, approach) them, rather than the
other way around.
Search engines, paywalls and logins
1/ Paywalled and login-pages may not be returned by
any search engine
2/ The rst/top word on all paywall websites must say
paywall and the search engine must display this rst
3/ The rst/top text on all login websites must say login
and the search engine must display this rst
4/ No national or international news outlets shall have a
paywall or charge subscriptions for current or past news
media. None shall charge for printed paper versions of
the their periodical
Pop up web ads
These should pay web ad tax as if they are 2 full pages in
size
Suspension of social media accounts
This may only be upon violation of the law and a court
hearing in the jurisdiction of the account holder. The user
must post a day's pay to arbitrate. If they win, they get 2
day's pay back. The arbitration takes up to 1 hour and
takes place via video call
Social media priority algorithms
1/ These must all be open source and well explained
2/ They must be comprehensible by the Senate
3/ They must be published two teneths in advance of
when they come into effect.
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User data and espionage
Everyone working in a public infotech center or recorder's
of ce Shall have security clearance, and there should be

no foreign born people here ever. Those found passing
user data are subject to espionage charge
Healthcare and ubiquitization
1/ To the extent we ubiquitize drugs, we can give them to
everyone who needs the drug. And we can do this for the
same cost as today when we only give it to some of the
people.
2/ If we scale our equipment manufacturing lines, we can
out t all the hospitals and more with all the ubiquitized
equipment for essentially the same amount of money as
only out tting some of the hospitals.
3/ We are not getting any bene t from using a market
economy for unique patented drugs. There simply is no
free market here. Why are we pretending there is a free
market? Maybe we should completely detach the market
value from the X-prize award amounts. Then we just keep
increasing the X-prizes slowly each year for the problems
that have not yet been solved.
The ultimate nanny state
We make people carry pedometers, and charge them
each day when they are torpid. So maybe each day that
geezer and wife don't leave the house they get a "$5 daily
Healthcare allocation system charge" on their credit card
for failing to move by the required daily minimum amount.
Government should supply all citizen with the
following services free of charge and almost entirely
free of advertising due to their low cost:
1/ Free internet via municipal wi
2/ Three free email accounts.
3/ Two free web-hosting account. (with 2 ads per hour
4/ Two facebook page (with 2 ads per hour
5/ Two twitter-like accounts (with 2 ads per hour
6/ Two instagram-like accounts (with 2 ads per hour
7/ A word processing and written report maker
8/ A spreadsheet program
9/ A photo editor
10/ A large photo and video storage acount
11/ A 2D and 3D drafting program.
Ubiq rst mover advantage
When IP gets ubiquitized, the developing company will
still have a team already assembled
Ubiq electronic
1) We should have standard versions of
desktop computer, and tablets in 6-sizes
2) All designs are open source. with open publicly
rewarded commentary
3) Bugs reported (no matter how small) get some of cial
ubiq status and money
4) All software is open source and new applications in the
IP period gets their fair sliver of the world IP budget, call it
X-cents per user hour

100 billion prices under one cent
What if every product and every transaction had a unique
price that was to the billionth of a cent. Then we can
easily search out the payment forensics. Theft becomes
much harder. Auditing becomes many times more
effective. And it rounds at the bank level for privacy
Mesh networks and peer to peer network
These must not be prohibited by governmen
Twitter & Facebook
Should be open protocols not monopolie
Why does it take 3-years
to get Google on trial for anti-trust
Google is evi
That is where the entire “don’t be evil” thing comes
from. It’s double-speak.
Google is evi
2/ It isn't right to have this for-pro t entity extracting
money from our baby businesses so that they may nd
their markets
3/ It isn't right to let middlemen aggregators clog the entry
to the marketplace, as they engage in a corrupt bidding
war with their principals for top billing on Google, at the
entry to the marketplace. Surely this just increases waste
and drives prices up for nothing
4/ Absolutely the same thing can be said about Facebook
5/ If we condemned Google and Facebook, and ran the
advertising for the bene t of the nation’s small industry,
we would have a much better small business environment
(and national economy). We would propagate any more
small businesses that will turn into large businesses and
bene t the people. The proper sharing of information
about new businesses and new products is one of the
most important things in a capitalist system. The fees that
Facebook and Google charge are not designed to
increase this, but to go in exactly the opposite direction
and sti e new business so that the old businesses of
Ishtar will stay as robust as possible for as long as
possible. Thus we need to go in the opposite direction
and offer Facebook/Google alternates

.
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Search engines rules
1/ Search engines are required to display the main url for
each company rst at top of their listings
2/ Search engines shall not be allowed to display third
party aggregators on their rst page, or the rst 20
listings
3/ All ads must go in a separate column to the right that is
no bigger than the right most 1/4 of the page — more or
less as Google was originally designed.
4/ Ads must be blatantly distinguishable from real content
5/ The jump to page numbers on the search result must
be shown at the bottom of the search return pages as
“1 2 4 8 16 32 64 128 256 512 1k, 2k, 4k, 8k, 16k.

5/ The total number of search result hits must be shown
for all search terms as this is valuable information for the
people about the group mind
Nations verifying user identity
To prevent foreign trolls from in uencing our democracy
and our culture, all social media platforms must verify ID
with a nation’s police departments. If any nation can’t do
this, or if they can’t keep their crooks off line, then the
entire nation looses its right to guarantee identity and
prosecution for web-crimes
Senate Faceboo
1/ There would be no need for ads, but we might have 2,
4, or perhaps 12 properly targeted ads per hour so the
government's facebook makes lots of money. And no ad
will ever be repeated, unless we go to the ad log page
2/ Half the ads can be EDU messages, or PSA message
like: dream big, work hard, be honest. Learn something
new. Don’t be a bum, etc
3/ It really means something when you log in with your
facebook now. Perhaps this has 2 or even 5 levels of ID/
information sharing with the site we are identifying wit
4/ The person’s veri ed Senate, EDU, and ubiq
achievements are listed.
Facebook, Amazon, Instagram & Twitter are posers
There is little real tech innovation that came from these
companies. These companies are therefore posers,
pretending to be innovators to hide how they are actually
monopolists. Google at least brought forth some
innovation about 15-20 years ago — although we are
long beyond the patent protection period for tech. 40-year
old Microsoft never did anything much either except buy
innovators
Always on listening devices
1/ These must have a physical switch to the microphone
2/ They should never be required except by employers at
work
The easiest home sharing tweak
It is to eliminate the parties and noisy users by law.
1/ We need to have different rules for them because they
don’t have to live there
2/ The noise rules are enforced by government, which will
evict the over-night sharing renters on the spot for
egregious violations such as large parties and damage to
premises. Doing this helps people to share their
residences more, a good thing for everyone.
Helping the people to share
If we really want to get serious about encouraging sharing
in our economy, then perhaps government should
subsidize it through providing the following low cost
services for free, or nearly free
Arbitration of sharing dispute
Documentation platfor

UNDO
We should be able to call up a text interface of what we
are undoing in order
<<Undo zoo
<<Undo zoo
<<Undo paste of text "It is going to be...
<<Undo paste of text "when you will...
More Firefox buttons
It could easily have 14 or 18 buttons in place of the
current 5 buttons. Several con gurable buttons like
1/ Turn off host-generated refresh
2/ Cookies menu
3/ Delete all temp info
4/ safe mode
Every bar must be hide-able
1) All command bars should hide automatically on all
applications and all operating systems. These should all
disappear from view until we mouse/ nger over towards,
gesture, or otherwise head to where the command bars
are
2) No website or application can have any bar that cannot
be scrolled away and closed permanentl
3) All operating systems and websites can use no more
than the height of 2.4 lines of text for open "window tops".
This is enough for 2.0 lines of text display and borders
4) Browser text insertion bars shall be no more than 1.2
lines of text in height
5) All browsers should have a "show hidden menus"
command. This opens all the hidden menu bars
Clipboard to le collec
Operating systems should have this setting where text
can be selected and copied to a le clipboard without the
additional step of pasting. You just do command-c,
command-c over and over and the cuttings are all
collected to a certain le, perhaps for that day or that
week, or month, whatever. There is another version
where the cuttings go in a spreadshee
When you close a desktop document
It should automatically appear just as you left it when you
saved and closed. Same window size and location, same
appearance, everything.

.
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Default no images mode on browsers
When images are off, there is a scaled image icon with a
description. If you touch the image it loads. This makes it
easier to keep images off.
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Initial walk-through video backu
Transaction processin
ID and pro le veri catio
De-platforming problem user
Police take responsibility for noisy users or abusive rental
users

Variable speed select by nger rol
You roll your nger a bit to go left slowly, you roll your
nger far to go right fast
Add voice notes to recent calls
We should be able to append notes to calls and then to
review our own voice notes either in audio or in
transcription
Apple text edit aw
Auto link should always go off when in text editing mode
Transparent desktop
Ok, so we can’t have translucent iPads. But we should be
able to emulate them in the operating system. Then we
can run the desktop better on vizors for augmented reality
mode. Then we merge faces into construct footage,
maybe a simulated conference room on the 77th oor, or
an eternal Thira sunset, or whatever.
Presentation pointer & comet
Wouldn’t it be nice if MAC OS had a giant cursor for
presentations... one that turned into a colored highlight
“comet trail” when you laid your nger at on the track
pad. So you could wipe your nger back-and-forth under
a line of text to create this quick-fade highlighter. Or draw
a ring around some thing to draw attention to it. The fade
rate is adjustable as is width, length, and color

Finger tip curso
When you put your ngerprint down and roll your nger to
the tip, a cursor or insertion bar appears depending on
the app. To select text, roll the contact nger right or left.
A little bit and it selects one letter every half second. More
nger roll selects whole words every half second
Phone alert LED color
Next to where the back cameras go there should be two
or three variable color alert LEDs, so people can tell their
alerts visually by color: Maybe Green is work, Blue is
male, pink is female, red is spouse, dark blue is X, purple
is Y, orange is Z. If the light is dim, it is not important, the
brightness is high it is important it is. Urgent is ashing
with quiet alert tone. Super urgent is ashing fast with
loud super urgent interrupt tone. And why can't we
authorize certain people to override our silent mode with
a code
No tracking of web users between sites
Once we have an attention payment system, why don't
we just delete/outlaw cross-site cookies
We might restrict resolution on internet devices to
reduce bandwidth

Uninstall-able software
Companies that distribute un-installable software and
software that is intentionally dif cult to un-install shall be
liable for the costs that people incur. They may also be
shut down
Batteries
1/ Devices should have a battery temp indicator like with
a car engine. They should also have a yellow warning
light when they are getting close or heating fast.
2/ When you plug in your charger a window pops up
asking you to press a button indicating for how long you
expect to be charging for, and your cut-off temperature
levels for use and charging
IOS notes
1/ People need to be able to search all notes, instead of
individual ones
2/ Notes needs to be more like a true word processor.
Also, it should have low and high power mode
Swipe to alternate desktop
4-vertical ngers swiping right opens an alternate desktop
to the right. Over all, 8 alternate desktops can be swiped
to via 2 such steps, or if we use diagonal 4- nger swiping
Corner bumpers
Put tiny screws holes in the corner of the iPhone iPad so
people can screw on dumb-bell shaped rubber corner
bumpers. These can also be used for a mounting bezel,
something the iPads could use
Bezel cams
The real 3rd camera isn't on the front or the back of your
phone, it is on the bezel. This camera points straight
ahead when you have your phone sloped for viewing at
25°. This is the camera people use to record other people
behaving badly
Delete cache button
All browsers should have a clear temporary data button
on the top bar given how much we use this function.
Although this might not be needed if we get rid of web
cookies entirely
Camera buttons
There should be a touch image anywhere to shoot
con guration. Tapping the center of the screen will
produce less image shake. Also, when we tap the screen
2X + 2X it calls up the camera in photo mode. When we
tap the screen 2X+3X, it calls up the video. Siri might
listen for these tapping rhythms, or people might also tap
the phone while it is laying down. Another way to set the
camera into video mode might be to jerk the phone
rapidly in any direction.

.
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Website refresh off buttons

All browsers shall have a button to turn off website
generated refreshes. This and the reload lock button are
also on the browser bar. Tap the AA button to call up the
command window. Put it in there
Browser reloads
All browsers must be able to bring back all refreshed
pages
The clock zone on iphone, the notches, these could
contain a lot more information, like unread messages,
and how long until your next appointment. Maybe we can
give callers alphanumerics like A or 7 or M and you can
see who called.
Imagema
Videomap
This is where we upload photos and videos of places so
people can look at a place remotely. Every image has
GPS coordinates and an angle of view. This is mostly for
landscapes and virtual travel. It is sort of like a google
images, but it is more location speci c. So you go to a
map of say Bagan in Burma. Then you have these
rolodexes of images from a certain spot looking in a
certain direction. And there is also a video function, so
you can go with countless people walking through the
center of wherever. People will get off on exploring the
world to take pictures for the image map.

Interface systems IP dies quickly
These rights die in maybe 5-8 years. Otherwise, this is a
thing that is hindering the advancement of software
development.
Unrelated ideas
When people working as hired inventors in one product/
area come up with unrelated ideas, their employer should
not be able to have any claim to that invention, even if a
document is signed. A great many more good people will
work in hired innovation if we do this. Related ideas
belong to the employer, but unrelated ideas and different
industry uses belong to the discoverers.
Internet rules
1/ Government shall not require people to acknowledge
anything when visiting a website, as this is an opportunity
for inserting malicious code.
2/ No internet browser shall be integrated with an
operating system. All such combinations must cease
upgrading as uni ed things.
Swiping up from the IOS delete button
This brings up a bunch of different selection and delete
tools/ buttons, like an undo button, a redo button, a save
all delete activity to document button

IOS Voice + text
When we use voice text on our phones, the keyboard
should be available to insert punctuation and special
characters and to erase text without turning the voice part
off and on
Selection assisted voice transcriptio
When the voice control on your phone is uncertain of its
choice for what you just said, that part should appear
popped above the text in a box in a number of
permutations that the computer suggests. You touch the
one that’s right, or semi-right
Recorder transaction
These can be with or without the parties knowing each
other’s name. Some people will want this

Mankiller games & media
These should be stopped except in the context of training
to defend against those trying to impose their will through
arms.
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Communication PIN numbers
All phone numbers and email addresses should allow 4digit passwords (that account holders can change at will).

 


This type of commentary is both more useful because it is
easier to grasp and also less subject to censorship.

Holo gesturing
1/ There really should be one set of gestures for all
systems
2/ Holding your hands around an imaginary balloon being
in ated/de ated is screen zoom, for example
3/ Hands ash rotated inward is right-click, hands ash
rotated out is left-click
4/ Move screen with index nger.
5/ Rotate screen with thumb and index nger.
6/ Thor calling his hammer gesture = tools and settings

Double clicking the arrow-box should bring up the
search engine homepage.

 


Ratings systems
Let’s tweak our review and rating systems so they have
top bullet comments like
1/ "lobby was full of dust because they’re remodeling
three units in that building." 27like
2/ "Noisy area" 19 like
3/ "Mosquitos coming from shower drain" 9 likes

Simulated reality
We will walk around and sit in these simulated reality
situations where we can look down and wiggle our ngers
with no perceptible lag. We will see people melded onto
other people's bodies perfectly

Stupid emojis
We should be able to not-show emojis on our phone

.


What if we never had to watc
the same commercial twice?

Phones
1/ Because of the ubiq system, all phones will have the
same state of the art features. Or it won’t be IP that holds
some back at least
2/ Most good software will be open source and funded by
tax money and Ubiq rewards. It will also be free for
individuals to use
3/ Everyone can open every le using all devices without
downloading anything
4/ There will be one standard interface, not two
5/ The Sub-senate runs tech support boards for
eliminating bugs

Auto rotate on phones
It would work better if it was oriented to the image of the
viewer rather than gravity. Also, putting your phone down
while video calling automatically ips the view to the
ceiling instead of the counter top.

fl

This code (if the function is on) is the only way to make
the recipients phone ring otherwise they get a missed
call

The VR view
We are either looking at the ground, looking out, or
looking up. A proper VR system have at least these three
modes.

Where does media violence
shape minds the most?
Is it in our smartest people, or our dumbest?
Half-size credit cars and drivers licenses
We should miniaturize these so we can carry them 2-up
in our wallets. 2cm x 8.5cm instead of the current size
5cm x 8.5cm.
Log-in real world entr
What if people had to login to enter a physical bank at
any time, or a convenience store between 10pm and 6:00
am? What if you had to present your ID to get in through
a bank's double doors? What if the banks knew the
names of the bank robbers before they entered the bank?
How do people then shoplift or do holdups
Things that will now be considered hacking
1/ Websites that send visitors to other websites without
them clicking their permission

but damned more if you don’t
Libya showed the world what happens if you give up your
nuclear program. I wonder if another nation will have to
be an example of the greater damage that occurs when a
rogue nation doesn’t do this.

Ghosting
All actions by all social websites must be declared. There
shall be no secret ghosting.

PU peacekeepers
I think that PU people should keep the peace in all parts
of the PU. I don’t think outsiders have any reason to get
involved. You are all in it together, so you deal with it and
you bring a total halt to all the militants and warlords in all
your territories. You will have lots of people looking for
work, and looking to prove themselves in some way. Put
some of them to work here.

Defense & War
America and Europe are big prizes
Among billions of starving people
This should be a 60-day or 90-day meme.
We help where we ca
Freedom should be intolerant of tyranny and Ma a rule.
Freedom should project power against injustice, where
practical. Carrier-based air support to war torn areas of
Africa is a prime example of a thing that freedom can do
against tyranny that is very practical and very simple.
Infantry = cannon fodder
The term is related to the french term "enfant terrible".
These are the young kids that don't know much yet. That
is what infantry/enfantry means
Organized criminals vs. mercenaries
What is the difference

Like with the US civil war
Maybe there is a reason that India and Pakistan didn’t
fully part. Maybe it was Ishtar trying keep the door open
for a pro table war in the future
Are we sure nuclear weapons are real?
I am a bit skeptical that nukes will work well on large
areas where the structures are not made of cedar and
rice paper (or glass up high). I am not skeptical about the
moon landing, but the killing power of nukes seems like it
may be greatly exaggerated. The radiation certainly is.
Military vessels in the Taiwan straigh
Except for China, Taiwan, Korea, Japan, and Vietnam, no
nation may send its warships through the Taiwan straight.
All must use the Luzon straight instead.

Arms/vehicles with missile beacons
Then air support (mere Super Tucanos) y with beaconseeking cluster munitions. Maybe the beacon only comes
on when prompted.

American Cred
The arsenal of democracy would be much more fearsome
if it was used occasionally without warning against
tyrants. Also killing tyrants makes the good people of the
world trust us and the bad ones fear us (this despite all
the matrix dissimulations)

Military medals
Existing medals will not be recalled, but no new medals
should be issued
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Poison AK-47 amm
Maybe we should make AK-47 ammo with some extra
toxic ingredients in a small number of the rounds, in the
gunpowder. Then we quietly "bleed" them into the supply
chain in places with warlord troubles. Then those who
would pick up black-market machine guns will be more
afraid, so it will slope reality in the direction of peace.
1/ This practice favors national defenders and real armies
with their own reliable supply lines
2/ This practice cancels out the cheap AK-47 network
effect, and serves to partly ruin the weapon
3/ It is incredibly cheap to kill a portion of the bad guys
everywhere
4/ We don't even have to actually do this. Mere talk of the
idea is corrosive to warlordism.

Sabotaged weapon replicas
The US should introduce all sorts of perfect replicas into
the international weapons supply chain
1) Perfect replica RPG rounds that detonate instead of
ring
2) Ammo that tends to kill the people who re it and
breathe the smoke
3) AK-47 clips that are radioactive and poison the people
wearing them every day
4) Once word gets out, we should make a big thing of this
in the media

Nukes: Damned of you do,

.
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2/ Emails that send any information at all about the
recipient to the sender
3/ Data that remains on a browser after the cache is
cleare
4/ Using any ngerprint script

Tank hunting RC mine carts
Imagine a cross between a Hershey's kiss and a shot put
but it weighs maybe 20kg. This is placed on a 4-wheel
video-operated RC drone car also weighing maybe 20KG.

Inside the kiss at the bottom of a snub-nosed barrel goes
say a 2-cm DE cone. The RC drone car is electric and
has perhaps a 2km range, but it can go 90kph on a
smooth road. And due to its size and camou age, it is
hard to see, and also hard to hit. Also, the top of the
drone has sloping rails that help it get under a tank. The
bottom of the powder chamber is shaped like a lentil, the
top like the air of a trumpet mates with the lentil bottom
The two halves of the cannon probably screw together, As
does the projectile in the barrel inserted into the trumpet.
There is also a powder charge pack placed inside and a
screw in detonator. This is how to make tank armor
mostly obsolete
Lightning capturing batteries are great for energy
discharge weapons.
Glass skinned high rises
These are the most bomb sensitive
See-thru glass houses
These are the 2nd most bomb sensitive
What is Tyranny?
1/ Under Democracy the people rule and force is a crime.
Under Tyranny, force rules and democracy is a crime.
2/ Are large numbers of the government's critics
eliminated by force? If so, it is a tyranny
3/ Is the government menacing people in some way? If
so, it is a tyranny.
4/ Were there elections, real and honest elections? If not,
it is a tyranny
Stop warning tyrants before we attack
Otherwise they will just do it until we point our guns at
them.
Zero tolerance of tyranny
We as free men want to drive tyranny from the entire
world. We want to liberate the entire world. Therefore, we
will accept nothing but democracy on earth
Democracy has the strength of the police
We are not only well armed and well trained, but if you kill
one cop, you will have 10 after you, and if you kill them,
you will have 100 after you, and so forth. So if it ever
goes tit-for-tat, then tyranny always loses. Therefore
democracy should take the offensive against those who
rule by force over their own people. Rule by force shall
now be considered an affront to our sense of justice, like
grown men beating children or women.

.
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Democracies never occupy
All they do is kill tyrants and their force apparatuses.
Then they help the people muster over 3-weeks. Then
they leave. That is what they do. So in all the little nations
of the world that get into trouble with some dictator, king,
or queen ruling over them, it is the responsibility of the

democracies of the world to kill that man lording over
them by force, so as to liberate the free. If another bunch
of tyrants later comes to power, the democracy returns
and kills them. So the closest a democracy can get to
occupation is repeated 3-week occupations
“Don’t be Mr. 4th of July
Stupid bravery doesn’t count.”
This should be drummed into the head of all recruits and
all soldiers. Also, instead of rewarding stupid bravery, our
military should punish it.
When diplomacy isn’t the answer
1/ When dealing with thugs who only understand force
2/ When dealing with those who bene t from the status
quo, or who otherwise do not want a solution, but
continued con ict
3/ When dealing with those wasting time to get stronger
Sweet carrots
The other half of America’s big stick is the sweetness of
the carrots, and how nice life will be on Kauai if they
surrender
The giant hypersonic missile
under the Chinese bomber is fake
There is no need for the bomber. It just slows down the
"hypersonic missile's reaction time
The entire west coast of North America is a death trap
for ships at harbor. This is due to the tsunami risk
500 Missile attacks
This is the true threat to aircraft carriers. This is what they
must defend against. The correct response is a 500
missile counter-attack to all soft targets by the
accompanying destroyers
Aircraft carriers
1/ They’ve never been unsinkabl
2/ Better they attack a carrier with 10 missiles than
downtown SanFrancisco, or Los Angeles
3/ We might have 6 destroyers accompanying each
carrier with ~500 missiles. These are pre targeted to stall
any war build up with maximum effect. Then we publicize
the bee hive response from our carrier groups when red
upon. If a nation attacks a carrier group with missiles,
they get the bee attack in return. They will also have to
contend with every aircraft on the carrier that can get up
At every point in the route, targets of maximum
destruction are pre-programmed, in event of mass attack
Submersible
What a blurd or blurring word submersible is. It prevents
us from using this logical term to describe surface boats
that can submerge when under attack.

Plasma cutter drone submarine
1/ Underwater plasma cutters exist
2/ Plasma cutters are quite silent and fast. The ship is
already sinking before anyone knows what is happening.
3/ Maybe they will have multiple cutters to work faster.
4/ Maybe the naval ships will have micro-torpedo drones
or “keel-hauling chains for their defense
5/ Maybe the ships should have plasma cutter sensors
Neptune was a demon, not a god
As a rule of thumb, the oceans and especially oceanbased commerce are a thing of Ishtar, and thus they lean
towards evil. In general, goodness is a thing of the land
and evil a thing of the sea. So except for Islands and their
commerce, and beaconed shermen and beaconed
"pleasure boats", the world's oceans should be mostly
closed to sea trade when we mostly complete our rail
system. Also, the oceans repeatedly prove dangerous to
civilizations, and people should move away from them
Maritime beacons
Even sport vessels and yachts should have multiple,
redundant beacons with battery backup for safety's sake.
Once we mandate these worldwide, we can say that all
vessels that go out of a port and do not have a working
beacon will be seized.
Pearl harbor
Because of its position in the middle of the ocean, it is
only subject to far away tsunamis. Thus it is probably best
place to harbor nuclear vessels. This overrules any local
environmental needs, so there will be a big naval port
support community there. And don't forget to put the
community up out of the tsunami zone. And always have
enough materials on hand to rebuild the harbor.
Rudder popping torpedos
Do we have rudder popping torpedos? These home in on
the rudder. This is a bit more than a shot across the bow
The Africa Corps.
What a shame Rommel ruined this term. It is a great idea.
I see 1 or 2 end-life US carriers out tted with end-life
aircraft. Spies on the ground deploy drones and spot
targets and call in air strikes
Military drones are made of magnesiu
Thus the drone itself burns and can start res. The tech is
also easier to destroy
Old aircraft
1/ They can be easily made into drone bombers
2/ They make great decoys
3/ The US has an immense drone & decoy force
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Submarines drone carriers
These ships can deploy submarine drones while cruising
along
Hypersonic aircraft
One reason to develop fast, high altitude aircraft is to
make it harder for the missiles to catch up
The future of missiles and artillery
They are guided missiles launched by rail guns at
hypersonic speeds. The ring velocity provides most of
the energy, as with artillery, so they use less fuel and less
explosive. Thus more missiles can be kept on war ships.
Because of the rail gun, the missiles can be red on-andon without too much heat generation like with battle ship
guns.
Current Government
Patrick Henry is the real rst American,
not George Washington.
Risking the cross
Let's consider Patrick Henry's famous words: "Give me
liberty or give me death". The true meaning of these
words has been forgotten and badly needs clari cation.
You see, these are the words of the rst man to stand
before an assembled crowd and openly call for revolt and
independence from the king. So Americans traditionally
held Patrick Henry to be a leader and the true father of
the American revolution. But on the British/royalist side,
he was a man to be killed. And here with these famous
words, Patrick Henry was saying that he wasn't afraid,
that he was willing to risk death for liberty. This is why
Patrick Henry was the main guy, not Washington or
Hamilton, or Jefferson, or any of the others. It was Patrick
Henry that got on the cross
Paul Harvey on the declaration of independenc
Paul Harvey clearly explained what happened to the
brave men who signed the Declaration of Independence.
This was the fate that American men faced for defying the
English king in the 1770s.
Alexander Hamilton was a hero of colo
If Thomas Jefferson called Alexander Hamilton a “creole
bastard”. How come Hamilton is not being celebrated as
a hero of color? And why is a European-looking person
depicted on the $10-bill
"while Hamilton is currently seen as a heroic gure,
throughout much of the nation’s history he was seen as
“un-American” – a closet monarchist who hated the “great
beast,” the people, and a man whose dictatorial ambitions

They all look the same on rada

.


The bombers, escorts, and the cheap low payload decoy
drones should all look the same on radar.

were checked by the champion of the common man,
Thomas Jefferson."
"Jefferson believed that Hamilton favored 'a monarchy
bottomed on corruption' and had betrayed the spirit of
1776. Hamilton was in essence a British agent, and this
cunning immigrant from the Caribbean that repeatedly
manipulated an aging, somewhat dim-witted President
George Washington.
"John Adams, who also despised Hamilton, partly for
good reason, would later join Jefferson in crafting a
narrative which portrayed Hamilton in a most
un attering light. Jefferson’s description of Hamilton as a
plutocratic power-monger merged over time with Adams
contempt for Hamilton’s character. Adams believed that
Hamilton suffered from a “superabundance of secretions”
which led him to engage in unbridled whoring.
Additionally, both Jefferson and Adams were nativists,
and it perturbed them that this “Creole bastard,” who was
not quite “American,” held such sway over George
Washington, whom they also resented.
"Hamilton’s reputation during the Second World War sank
so low that he was seen by many as Joseph Goebbels in
a waistcoat and breeches."
http://universitypressblog.dept.ku.edu/uncategorized/
alexander-hamilton-and-the-persistence-of-myth/.
Thanksgivin
Thanksgiving was this Native American holiday of sharing
5 days after the winter solstice (December 26) Basically
the Europeans would swap gifts and then on the next day
the Indians would swapped gifts in the same way. What a
coincidence. And it is sort of strange the way we do this
whole Christmas eve, Christmas day thing. It is like
someone is trying to make the Indian Thanksgiving
coincidence go away through confusion. And then there is
the way that the great George Washington moved
Thanksgiving from December 26, to November 26.
The problem, the thing that was being covered over is
this: Why did the Indians have this Christmas-like day of
sharing on Christmas day if America wasn't actually rediscovered in 1492?
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How long have they been
in congress
John Dingell — 59 year
Robert Byrd — 57 year
Carl Hayden —56 year
Daniel Inouye —53 year
Jamie Whitten —53 year
John Conyers — 52 year
Carl Vinson — 50 year
Emanuel Celler —50 year

Sam Rayburn — 49 year
Sidney Yates —48 year
Strom Thurmond —47 year
Wright Patman — 47 year
Ted Kennedy —47 year
Charles Rangel —46 year
Joseph Cannon —46 year
Don Young —46 year
Adolph Sabath —46 year
J Lister Hill —45 year
Thad Cochran — 45 year
Edward Kennedy —47 year
Patrick Leahy —44 year
Orrin Hatch —42 year
John Stennis —41 year
Ted Steven
— 40 year
Thad Cochran —39 year
Ernest Hollings — 38 year
Charles Grassley —38 year
Richard Russell —38 year
Russell Long—38 year
Francis Warren —37 year
James Eastland —36 year
Warren Magnuson — 36 year
Joseph Biden — 36 year
Pete Domenici — 36 year
Carl Levin — 36 year
Richard Lugar — 36 year
Claiborn Pell — 36 year
Kenneth McKellar —36 year
Milton Young — 36 year
Ellison Smith —36 year
Realtors in high of ce
These politician leaders of ours. They are rather like the
realtors that infest our real estate markets. They are
mostly specialized in getting clients (getting elected)
rather than actually solving problems.
US Declaration of Independence
“Whenever any form of government becomes destructive
of these ends, it is the right of the people to alter or to
abolish it, and to institute new government, laying its
foundation on such principles and organizing its powers in
such form, as to them shall seem most likely to effect
their safety and happiness. Prudence, indeed, will dictate
that governments long established should not be changed
for light and transient causes; and accordingly all
experience hath shewn, that mankind are more disposed
to suffer, while evils are sufferable, than to right
themselves by abolishing the forms to which they are
accustomed. But when a long train of abuses and
usurpations, pursuing invariably the same object evinces
a design to reduce them under absolute despotism, it is
their right, it is their duty, to throw off such government,
and to provide new guards for their future security. ––
such has been the patient sufferance of these colonies;

and such is now the necessity which constrains them to
alter their former systems of government.
The weakness of our leaders strains belief.
Why are they so dumb. Well — With stupid leaders,
bigger and more costly blunders are accepted by the
public. Then more money can be siphoned off. Also with
dumb leaders, the US military can be redirected to harm
or to provide economic stimulus
Sustainable Athenian freedom
I try to look at the big picture of the theft of beautiful Helen
from the Hellens of Hellenic Greece, then the utter
degradation of the millennial Greek dark ages that
followed. What must we do to keep the lights on? What
must we do to keep the creeping idiocracy from taking
over? All Americans over 50 can see what has happened
to us physically over the past 30-years. Behold the
physical manifestation of the mental idiocracy. Our young
people are on average much shorter and less ne and
delicate than in previous generations. And this applies to
everyone regardless of color. Fine and delicate, like the
distinctions their minds are less able to make.
The Crap US Constitution
1/ It permitted slavery in the land of the free and set our
nation up for a civil war that people saw coming for 50years
2/ We are barely a democracy. We are a 1-in-1-million
oligarchy checked and balanced by a 4-year monarch
and 9-lawyers.
3/ Our constitution of the people is almost impossible to
change
4/ Our constitution was written by men who sent it for
rati cation without a bill of rights. And not only did they
not include a bill of rights, they rode around on horseback
to all the 13 ratifying conventions where they campaigned
against the inclusion of a bill of rights. Why? How can it
be
Aphorism
Bad democracy design a problem that makes all our
other problems worse.

Nothing harms tyranny like
improving democrac
Tyranny can be seen as an absence of democracy.
Wherever democracy does not rule our society, it is
tyranny.

.
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Republic = fake democrac
Bad democratic design is the mother of all the "free"
world's problems

fi

Federal monies are calculated by the number of voters,
and non-citizens have no right to equal representation or
to be counted in any censu
China doesn't want
America great agai
If you can't attack the ideas
attack the man saying them
Make an Ad Hominem attack
Government is slow to react.
Then it tends to overreact
Then it is slow to stop reactin
For an election to be valid
all must agree on the rules
Democracy should work without political parties
and the power that their non-elected bosses have.
When people listen to smears,
the bad politicians will tend to
drive out the good ones
Authority is normally overrate
People quickly defer to experts and far too rarely think for
themselves. We should all trust our own opinions more
Tyranny de ned
The cut-off is when it is dangerous to organize opposition
to government or its policies, or when people fear
harmlessly assembling. If people fear doing these, it is a
tyranny.
John Lewis
"When you see something that is not right, not fair, not
just, you have to speak up. You have to say something;
you have to do something."
The EU
Another redundant mostly useless layer of government.

Corruption made har
Democratic revolutions made eas

?


Matters of public policy can only be decided by
legislatures and never by judge

Political Matrix Menu options:
Hands-ON government = fake democrac
Hands-OFF government = fake anarch
Other
Kauai Island
1/ This will be America's witness protection and foreigner
protection island. It will also be for distinguished retired
military, distinguished police of cers, remen, and EMS
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people as well as brave infectious disease healthcare
workers and similar people. These other people will
probably predominate.
2/ The island might have as many as 50 small fenced
cantonment townships with restricted entry, like military
bases.
3/ The smallish housing is owned by the public and life
estates are rented for life at basic Midwest rents to the
distinguished public servants as part of their distinguished
service retirement package.
4/ There is a Walmart-like commissary that charges
mainland prices for groceries.
5/ On Kauai, the protected residential townships are
closed to visitors, except that offspring prior to their 12th
birthday may visit the townships if invited
6/ Island guests are generally restricted to parents,
siblings, children, spouses, long-term partners, and long
term friendships 15-years. Also, for security purposes, the
actual names of the guests are not used for lodging
bookings
7/ No felony convicts, foreign born, or nancially
desperate guests will be allowed on Kauai. Also those
with ties to vindictive nations or organizations as well as
political and religious zealots of any shade should not be
allowed.
8/ All retired police and military may carry arms. Also, the
hundreds of township wings are particularly small and a
bit spread out... and open only to residents. In other
words, guests must stay in the visitor/ mixing areas with
hotels, commercial and commissaries.
9/ The area north of Kekaha seems too low and tsunami
vulnerable to be inhabited. This side of the island would
seem a good location for the airport and guest town.

